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SECRETARY’S FOREWORD
Regional Rail Link is a major new line which will run from west of Werribee to Deer Park 

and then through to Southern Cross Station. his will require a new pair of tracks to be 

built through Melbourne’s western suburbs and into the heart of Melbourne at Southern 

Cross Station.

he Regional Rail Link project is part of an integrated package of planning actions for 

“Delivering Melbourne’s Newest Sustainable Communities”. his package also includes the 

revision of Melbourne’s Urban Growth Boundary, the Outer Metropolitan Ring/E6 (OMR/

E6) Transport Corridor, and expanded protection measures for rare and endangered 

grasslands in Melbourne’s west. hese integrated planning actions are being put forward 

for public and stakeholder comment, before decisions about them are made by the 

Government.

By bringing together the decision making about future land development and about 

transport investment, we will improve people’s access to employment, services, and social 

opportunities, and overcome constraints on the existing transport network. 

Regional Rail Link is a key project in the Government’s blueprint for improving transport 

services, the $38 billion Victorian Transport Plan. 

A critical irst step is to reserve land for the 30 kilometre “greenields” rail alignment. 

he proposed alignment for the Regional Rail Link is the basis for this document and 

is now available for public consultation.

he accompanying public display will provide the opportunity for the local community 

and stakeholders to comment on the proposed alignment before decisions are made by the 

Government.

We look forward to hearing Victorians’ views on our plans for these key transport links 

for the future.

JIM BETTS

SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT
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OvERviEW
his report explains the research, investigation, and selection process for the recommended 

alignment of the Regional Rail Link (West of Werribee to Deer Park). It is part of a suite 

of projects being undertaken by the Victorian Government that include:

 planning the alignment for the Regional Rail Link (West of Werribee to Deer Park); >

a review of Melbourne’s Urban Growth Boundary;  >

 planning for the alignment of the Outer Metropolitan Ring/E6 Transport  >

Corridor; and

planning for large grassland reserves in Melbourne’s west. >

Reports on all of the projects are available at www.vic.gov.au/planningmelbourne or 

by calling 1800 090 789. he Victorian Government is inviting public submissions 

on all of the projects to assist in making inal decisions about each project. 

his report has been endorsed by a Victorian Government Inter-Departmental 

Taskforce (the Taskforce) established to oversee the review of Melbourne’s Urban 

Growth Boundary and the implementation of integrated land use and transport 

initiatives in Melbourne’s new growth areas. 

he Taskforce was formed in December 2008 after the Government’s release of 

three key statements: Melbourne 2030: a planning update – Melbourne @ 5 million; 

the Victorian Transport Plan and Freight Futures: Victorian Freight Network Strategy.

he indings are based on information provided by Victorian Government departments, 

agencies and specialist consultants, as well as submissions made to the Growth Areas 

Authority by councils, land owners, the wider community and industry representatives.

ObjECTivES
he objectives of the range of projects are to: 

Ensure Melbourne’s outward growth occurs in a sustainable way by addressing  >

the future settlement, employment and transport needs of Melbourne, having 

regard to the directions and policies of Melbourne 2030, Melbourne @ 5 million, 

he Victorian Transport Plan and Freight Futures.

Deine a revised Urban Growth Boundary to manage the growth of  >

Melbourne’s metropolitan urban area.

Deine alignments for the Regional Rail Link (west of Werribee to Deer Park)  >

and the Outer Metropolitan Ring/E6 Transport Corridor.

Inform the planning of other long term transport infrastructure projects  >

required to support future growth in population and the way goods are moved 

across the metropolitan area. 
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Identify opportunities for improving environmental outcomes within  >

Melbourne’s growth areas and protecting the values of adjoining green wedges 

including designating permanent grassland reserves in Melbourne’s west. 

Provide certainty to local communities, developers and other investors about  >

future development in the growth areas

hOW YOu CAn COmmEnT 
Comment and feedback is sought on the:

Proposed alignment of the Regional Rail Link (West of Werribee to Deer Park).i. 

Proposed changes to Melbourne’s Urban Growth Boundary.ii. 

Proposed alignment of the Outer Metropolitan Ring and E6 Transport Corridor.iii. 

Proposed western grassland reserves.iv. 

Submissions can be made to the Growth Areas Authority and must be received by 

17 July 2009.

Submissions may be electronic or written and will be published once the consultation 

period ends, unless marked ‘in conidence’.

Electronic submissions can be made at www.vic.gov.au/planningmelbourne

Written submissions can be sent to: 

Growth Areas Authority 

PO Box 1166 

CARLTON VIC 3053

Written submissions can be hand delivered to: 

Growth Areas Authority 

Level 6, 35 Spring Street 

Melbourne, Victoria 3000

If you have a query regarding the consultation process or the content of this report, 

please call 1800 090 789.
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he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will be a 30km railway linking 

the Melbourne-Geelong railway West of Werribee to the Melbourne-Ballarat railway 

at Deer Park. he project will result in the separation of regional and suburban trains 

in western Melbourne (along with an extra pair of tracks along existing rail corridors 

from Deer Park to Southern Cross Station). The project is recognised in the Victorian 

Transport Plan as a Nation-Building Project and in May 2009 confirmed Commonwealth 

funding through the Building Australia Fund of $3.2 billion. Combined with Victorian 

funding, the $4 billion plus project will be the largest rail project in Victoria since the 

railways were originally built and electrified in the later 19th and early 20th centuries.

he project responds to the unprecedented growth in ridership on trains in Melbourne 

in recent years, with 70% growth in the last decade, including 40% in the last three 

years alone. Growth has been even higher on the lines serving the western and 

northern suburbs. Separating regional and suburban trains through this project will 

boost capacity and improve reliability, making public transport more attractive and 

convenient. he project will serve growth areas on Melbourne’s fringe with high-quality 

public transport early in their development. he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee 

to Deer Park will also contribute to more sustainable living in regional cities and on 

Melbourne’s western fringe – economically, socially and environmentally.

he selection of the corridor alignment has followed a process to ensure a high-quality 

railway that will serve Melbourne and Victoria in the long-term, while minimising 

adverse impacts as much as possible. 

he key beneits from the project include:

Major upgrades to regional and suburban railway networks, increasing  >

capacity and reliability;

Early provision of high-quality public transport in urban growth areas  >

in Melbourne’s west;

Enhanced community access to high-order employment, education and  >

community facilities; 

Reduced household transport costs in western Melbourne and Geelong; >

Reduced road congestion in western Melbourne and between Melbourne  >

and Geelong;

Enhanced mobility for disadvantaged social groups;  >

Reduced vehicle usage leading to lower carbon emissions and air pollution;  >

Integrated land use and transport planning contributing to environmentally  >

sustainable development; 

Reduced metropolitan and local road congestion; >

Improved freight networks by reducing road congestion and providing  >

for future rail access to the proposed Truganina intermodal terminal;

Clustering of employment and labour supply; >

Reduced travel constraints between employment and residential areas; >

Further support for development of regional areas; and >

Direct and indirect employment opportunities during delivery of the project. >

ExECuTivE SummARY
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he key impacts include:

Removal of approximately 82 hectares of native vegetation, which will  >

be ofset in keeping with the application of Victoria’s Native Vegetation 

Management – A Framework for Action;

 Impacts on Aboriginal and European cultural heritage values, limited to  >

three listed Aboriginal cultural heritage sites and two European cultural 

heritage places;

 Potential noise impacts to some adjoining land parcels, mainly in existing  >

urban areas and/or areas with existing rail traic around Deer Park and 

Werribee; and

he cost of reserving, acquiring and developing the railway corridor. >

he negative impacts have been identiied in a range of specialist studies of the project. 

hese studies also recommend mitigation measures to avoid or reduce the impacts of 

the project. hese measures have been incorporated by the Department of Transport 

in its planning for the design and development of the project.

he Victorian Government committed to establishing a North Werribee (Tarneit) 

reservation in Meeting Our Transport Challenges in 2006.

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park supports and implements 

a range of further Victorian Government transport and planning policies such as the 

Victorian Transport Plan (2008), Melbourne 2030 (2002), Melbourne @ 5 Million (2008), 

Growth Area Framework Plans (2006) and Freight Futures (2008).

he project has been planned to support sustainable development of growth areas in 

Wyndham. It will help shape these areas by ensuring forecast residential growth can be catered 

for and provides an opportunity for higher value land development around key activity nodes 

which currently exist or which could readily be developed around the alignment.

he project also supports the objectives and key actions of planning policy, in particular 

the State Planning Policy Framework found across all Victorian Planning Schemes and 

the Local Planning Policy Framework found in the Wyndham and Melton Planning 

Schemes. A key emphasis at both state and local level is the timely provision of key 

infrastructure to support urban development.

he overall strategic assessment of the project concludes that it delivers a comprehensive 

solution to enhance regional and suburban railway networks and serve the growth areas 

on Melbourne’s western fringe. 

Given the lead time required to implement a major railway infrastructure project and 

the pressure for urban growth in the region, it is essential that the land for the project be 

identiied and reserved early. his will ensure the preferred alignment option is secured 

and future urban growth area planning makes optimal use of this future asset.
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1 inTRODuCTiOn

1.1 PURPOSE

he Department of Transport seeks to identify and reserve land for the Regional Rail 

Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park. Once constructed, the project will enhance the 

capacity of the regional and suburban railway networks and serve the growth areas 

of Wyndham and Melton with high-quality public transport infrastructure. he need 

to upgrade the capacity, performance and reliability of the rail networks, together 

with urban development pressures around the proposed route alignment, makes the 

reservation of the corridor an urgent priority. 

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park is one section of the overall 

Regional Rail Link project which links the Melbourne-Geelong railway at West of 

Werribee to Southern Cross Station via the Melbourne-Ballarat railway, connecting at 

Deer Park. he other section uses the existing rail corridors between Southern Cross 

Station and Deer Park. Figure 1 overleaf shows the plan of the project.

he Victorian Government committed to establishing a North Werribee (Tarneit) 

reservation in Meeting Our Transport Challenges in 2006.

Developing the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park is of strategic 

importance to the State of Victoria in achieving its wider transport planning vision 

as outlined in the Victorian Transport Plan and urban growth planning as outlined in 

Melbourne 2030 and its December 2008 update Melbourne @ 5 Million. he project was 

the Victorian Government’s highest priority in its submission to Infrastructure Australia 

and secured $3.2 billion of Commonwealth Government funding in May 2009. he irst 

key step for this project is to secure a functional railway alignment in order to ensure 

eicient implementation of the project whilst staying ahead of urban growth pressures 

in Wyndham and Melton.
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FIGURE 1: REGIONAL RAIL LINK – wEST OF wERRIBEE TO dEER PARK

Regional Rail Link 
West of Werribee to Deer Park
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1.2 PROjECT NEEd

his is a project of state signiicance that will upgrade the regional and suburban railway 

networks in Melbourne’s west and ensure that growth areas are served by high-quality 

public transport infrastructure early in their development. 

1.2.1	 Enhancing	rEgional	and	suburban	railway	nEtworks

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park is a major improvement to the 

railway network in Melbourne’s west, separating regional and suburban trains currently 

sharing the same tracks.

Because track capacity is currently limited, regional trains that stop at some stations 

in Melbourne share space on the network with suburban trains that typically stop at all 

stations. his congestion limits the capacity of the railway network, reduces train speeds 

and impacts on the reliability of train operations.

Building the Regional Rail Link will provide a separate pair of tracks exclusively for 

regional trains between West of Werribee and Southern Cross in Melbourne (Figure 2 

illustrates the project in the broader rail network). As a result, the project will produce 

the following beneits for both the regional and suburban railway networks:

Improved capacity; and >

Improved reliability >

FIGURE 2: REGIONAL RAIL LINK IN RAIL NETwORK CONTExT

Source: Victorian Transport Plan, 2008
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Improved capacity

Separating regional and suburban trains for the Regional Rail Link will increase the capacity 

of regional trains to link with Melbourne by providing more train paths and incorporating 

infrastructure for longer trains. It is estimated that the project will more than double the 

capacity of the regional commuter network. his increase in train frequencies will make the 

project more attractive to users and reduce pressure on road networks in Melbourne and 

regional Victoria. 

he project will also improve capacity and service frequency on the suburban railway 

network. he Regional Rail Link project will enable up to 12 extra train paths each hour, 

distributed across Geelong, Werribee, Sydenham/Sunbury and Ballarat/Bacchus Marsh. 

he current congestion on the Werribee line precludes extra suburban services in this 

developing growth area and contributes to overcrowding. Upon opening of the Regional 

Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park, an extra 3 Werribee line services can be 

added in peak hours, boosting current operations by more than 50 per cent. he overall 

Regional Rail Link will make similar contributions to suburban train capacity and service 

frequencies on the Sydenham and Craigieburn lines, resulting in improved train services 

for Melbourne’s west and north. With other planned improvements to the network, it will 

also allow for improvement of Melton services with capacity for later electriication.

Journey times

he project will complement the Regional Fast Rail project that upgraded track and 

increased regional train speeds in non-metropolitan areas by providing dedicated 

regional rail tracks through to Southern Cross. As regional trains will not be held up by 

suburban trains stopping at intermediate stations, they will beneit by protected journey 

times in western Melbourne. 

Express regional trains (known as lagship services) to and from Geelong using the 

Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will not be afected by regional 

trains stopping at intermediate stations because there will be passing tracks at the 

initial (Wyndham Vale and Tarneit) stations. In the longer term, two extra tracks could 

be provided along key sections of the corridor linking stations as they open to serve 

expanding urban development.

Improved reliability

By separating regional and suburban trains in Melbourne’s west, the overall Regional 

Rail Link will make a major contribution to improving reliability and on-time running of 

both networks. Delays on one network will not impact on the other. Improved reliability 

will make both networks more resilient to unforeseen disruptions, and will make public 

transport more attractive to users.

Overall the project will provide a boost to public transport in Melbourne’s west by 

overcoming shortcomings in current rail network infrastructure.
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1.2.2	 Providing	high-quality	Public	transPort	to	urban	
growth	arEas

he project represents an opportunity to provide high-quality transport infrastructure 

to the fast growing urban development areas on Melbourne’s western fringe. he 

Department of Planning and Community Development is currently conducting 

investigations into expanding the Urban Growth Boundary in Wyndham and Melton 

(see Figure 3 for a plan of the Investigation Area), which increases the urgency of 

reserving land for the corridor early on in the process. 

he early reservation and development of the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee 

to Deer Park will improve public transport accessibility in the growth areas of 

northern and western Wyndham. Key daily trip destinations such as employment, 

shopping and services, education and community facilities and entertainment will be 

accessible by public transport in the local and regional areas and in Melbourne and 

Geelong. In the context of a rapidly growing urban area, public transport accessibility 

to these destinations must be convenient, fast and reliable if it is to compete with the 

attractiveness of the private vehicle. 

FIGURE 3: wyNdhAm – mELTON URBAN GROwTh BOUNdARy INvESTIGATION AREAS
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he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will support the continuing 

development of growth areas in Wyndham, and will help to shape these areas by:

Ensuring forecast residential growth can be catered for; >

Encouraging more sustainable land use and development; and >

Reducing dependence on private car travel. >

Catering for residential growth

he population of the City of Wyndham and the Shire of Melton will increase 

signiicantly as more and more metropolitan growth is accommodated in the region 

and transport infrastructure must be in place as early as possible. Without suitable 

public transport access to employment, education and community facilities, sustainable 

population growth in the area will be diicult to maintain. he Regional Rail Link – 

West of Werribee to Deer Park will ensure that adequate public transport infrastructure 

is provided to anchor future land use and development in Wyndham and Melton. 

Encouraging more sustainable land use and development

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will encourage more 

sustainable land use development in Melbourne’s western fringe by encouraging denser, 

mixed-use development around proposed station locations. Introducing ixed rail public 

transport infrastructure early in the planning and development of these urban areas will 

lead to a more “transit-oriented” communities.

he proposed stations along the corridor will serve as catalysts for higher-density, 

mixed-use activity centres that will accommodate employment, residential, community 

and other land uses. Typically the railway station will be at the core of each activity 

centre. Within a radius of approximately 800m from the station denser land 

development and mixing of uses will be encouraged to provide a critical mass to the 

centre and lock in the transport, social, economic and environmental beneits of the 

denser development. 

Reducing dependence on private vehicle travel

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will contribute to reducing 

car dependence in the growth areas of Wyndham and Melton. It will encourage activity 

centres where less vehicle travel is needed and it will integrate with on-road public 

transport networks to serve residential and industrial areas beyond the activity centres. 

his will reduce pressure on the existing and future road networks, and encourage 

sustainable forms of travel such as walking and cycling.
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1.3 PROjECT OBjECTIvE

he overall project objective is “to reserve land for a high-quality transit corridor 

serving Melbourne’s and Victoria’s west.” 

It is envisaged that the project will achieve the following desired outcomes for transport 

in Victoria:

 Separate Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo trains from suburban trains  >

in Melbourne;

End the conlict between Geelong regional trains and Werribee suburban  >

trains, thereby providing a substantial increase in capacity, reliability and 

frequency for both lines;

 Provide a dedicated V/Line track on new alignment through the new growth  >

areas of Tarneit and Derrimut giving residents and other key stakeholders 

a high quality rail link; and

Allow a major boost in services; particularly much needed peak hour services  >

for regional commuters on the Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo lines.

As the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park is part of a broader suite 

of rail projects, it will also indirectly provide the following outcomes for transport 

in Melbourne:

Increased passenger carrying capacity into and out of Melbourne’s Central  >

Business District;

Improved train service punctuality; >

 Greater choice of transport options to, from and across the city; >

 Reduced road congestion on the western and south-western metropolitan  >

road corridors;

Changes in travel patterns and increased modal interchange; and >

Relief for rail congestion in the inner rail network. >
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1.4 POLICy CONTExT

he following Victorian Government policies and statements are of relevance to this project:

1.4.1	 victorian	transPort	Plan	

he Victorian Transport Plan, released in 2008, builds upon Meeting Our Transport 

Challenges in 2006 to establish a North Werribee (Tarneit) reservation and sets out 

the strategic signiicance of the Regional Rail Link by identifying it as a nation-building 

project within the overall $38 billion plan to deliver a sustainable long-term transport 

network for Victoria. 

As an immediate priority the Regional Rail Link, a new stand alone twin track line from West of 

Werribee to Southern Cross Station, was identiied as the next signiicant phase of investment 

in regional rail to complement and complete the Regional Fast Rail project. he Plan states:

Regional Rail Link will provide more frequent and reliable regional rail services, removing 

the bottlenecks where country trains – particularly the fast rail trains from Geelong, Ballarat, 

and Bendigo – reach the metropolitan network. Beneits will also low on to the metro system, 

boosting capacity across the States network by 9000 extra passengers an hour.

1.4.2	 MElbournE	2030:	a	Planning	uPdatE	–	MElbournE	@	
5	Million

Melbourne @ 5 Million is the 2008 update to Melbourne 2030 and was prepared in 

consultation with a number of stakeholders including the Department of Transport. 

he initiatives of both Melbourne @ 5 Million and the Victorian Transport Plan are 

based on the latest population projections.

Key to these policy reinements, Melbourne @ 5 Million identiied the need to move 

toward a “multi-centre city” and to expand the Urban Growth Boundary to accommodate 

increased housing, employment and service requirements.

he settlement structure needed to deliver these outcomes will have the following 

characteristics:

 Several large centres with employment as a focus rather than one dominant  >

Central Business District;

Employment corridors with multiple employment opportunities along high  >

capacity public transport corridors;

Targeted redevelopment to increase levels of housing and employment  >

in established areas; and

New sustainable communities that provide jobs and housing in growth areas  >

in the north and west, recognising the diminishing options in the south east.
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Delivering this new structure requires planning for the connectivity, capacity and 

functionality of the transport system, particularly in the west of Melbourne where there 

are signiicant constraints to both the rail and road networks. 

he Regional Rail Link will serve the growth areas in Wyndham and Melton, and will 

provide a high-quality public transport link for future urban development. he project 

will also provide convenient, high-frequency links to both the Melbourne Central 

Business District with its high-order range of commercial, educational, entertainment 

land uses and to the Footscray Central Activities District. Proposed stations will provide 

for denser, mixed-use activity centres, which will boost sustainability outcomes in the 

area and provide a template for future activity centre development in fringe areas of 

Melbourne. he West of Werribee to Deer Park section of the project is mainly located 

in Green Wedge Zone areas. hese areas are currently under investigation for changes 

to the Urban Growth Boundary.

1.4.3	 MElbournE	2030

Melbourne 2030 was released in 2002 and is the primary planning strategy for the 

urban development of Melbourne. It sets out the goals and actions for the structure and 

character of future land use development in Melbourne. he directions and objectives 

of Melbourne 2030 remain relevant with the Melbourne @ 5 Million update providing 

a response to increased urban growth pressures.

Direction 1: A more compact city. 

his sets out the key objective of building up activity centres as places for higher-

density, mixed use development where positive outcomes of denser development can 

be enjoyed. he project supports this objective where proposed railway stations will be 

the focus for existing (such as Manor Lakes and Rose Grange) and proposed activity 

centres. Where proposed activity centres will be located outside the current Urban 

Growth Boundary they will be developed in accordance with compact city principles.

Direction 2: Better management of metropolitan growth. 

Expansion of the Urban Growth Boundary is currently being investigated to 

maintain adequate land supply for future urban growth, and is predicated on suitable 

infrastructure (including transport) being in place. he project will form the basis of 

public transport in the growth areas of Wyndham and will support the concentration 

of future urban expansion into activity centres and ensure the broader area is well 

served by public transport.
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Direction 3: Networks with the regional cities. 

he project will enhance links between central Melbourne, urban fringe areas 

such as Wyndham and Melton, and the key regional city of Geelong. he project 

will complement the upgrade to the Melbourne – Geelong railway as part of the 

Regional Fast Rail project by providing a separate regional rail link in the Melbourne 

metropolitan area. he overall project will provide the same beneits to rail links 

to Ballarat and Bendigo.

Direction 6: A fairer city. 

his direction seeks to increase supply of well-located afordable housing and more 

equitably distributed social infrastructure. he project supports this direction by 

enhancing the accessibility of fringe urban areas to established and future community 

facilities and employment areas.

Direction 8: Better transport links. 

he project ensures timely provision of public transport infrastructure in existing and 

future urban growth areas, particularly in Wyndham and Melton. It combines transport 

and land use planning, integrates train stations with activity centres and makes walking 

and cycling more attractive by reducing road congestion. It supports the objectives of 

upgrading and developing the Principal Public Transport Network and planning urban 

development to make jobs and community facilities more accessible.

Overall the Regional Rail Link provides strong support to the directions and objectives 

of Melbourne 2030, and is a key contributor to implementing those objectives in the 

urban growth areas of Melbourne’s outer west.

1.4.4	 growth	arEa	FraMEwork	Plans

he Growth Area Framework Plans released in 2006 provide high-level strategic 

direction in the ive growth areas around Melbourne. hey show the desired direction 

of future urban growth to accommodate forecast population increases by planning 

for the location and hierarchy of activity centres, employment areas, residential areas, 

recreational and open space links, and committed and potential transport links. he 

Framework Plans are designed to inform local planning schemes and infrastructure 

provision. hey are primarily implemented by detailed Structure Plans for smaller 

individual areas within each Growth Area.
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he Wyndham Growth Area Plan provides for Werribee to continue in its role as a 

Principal Activity Centre and the future development of Werribee Plaza and Manor 

Lakes as Major Activity Centres. he Plan makes provision for expansion to the 

Principal Public Transport Network (rail and bus) and connection to Major Activity 

Centres. he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park makes use of the 

proposed transport corridor through Wyndham Vale to ensure integration with the 

Manor Lakes Activity Centre. 

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park supports the Wyndham and 

Melton Growth Area Framework Plans by ensuring growth areas on Melbourne’s 

urban fringe are well supported by high-quality transport infrastructure.

Further updates of the Growth Area Framework Plans will occur as a result of changes 

to the Urban Growth Boundary in Wyndham and Melton. he project will support these 

changes and will be well integrated in future land use and development. Furthermore, the 

project will support the implementation of the Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines 

where they relate to activity centre planning and public transport provision.

1.4.5	 FrEight	FuturEs

he release of Freight Futures: Victorian Freight Network Strategy in 2008 forms part 

of the Victorian Government’s blueprint for planning a sustainable freight infrastructure 

network and provide for a competitive freight industry inline with Melbourne’s 

growth. Its strategic directions include planning, protecting, building, maintaining, 

and managing use of Melbourne’s freight network. 

Freight Futures identiies key freight terminals in metropolitan Melbourne, consistent 

with the policy objectives of the Victorian Transport Plan. A potential intermodal freight 

terminal is proposed in Truganina, indicatively located in the vicinity of Middle and 

Doherty’s Roads. Further development of the purpose, location and size of the intermodal 

terminal is ongoing. he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park is consistent 

with and supports the policy objectives of Freight Futures by making provision for rail 

connection to a future intermodal terminal in Truganina.
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1.5 INPUT FROm RELEvANT GOvERNmENT AGENCIES

A Project Reference Group was established in mid-2008 to provide advice and input 

into the development of the preferred Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park 

alignment and the issues and opportunities surrounding the project. he members of 

the Project Reference Group included:

Department of Transport; >

Department of Planning and Community Development; >

Department of Sustainability and Environment; >

Growth Areas Authority; >

Wyndham City Council; >

Melton Shire Council; and >

VicRoads. >

he Group has met on a number of occasions at various project milestones and 

continues to meet to guide the project before the implementation phase.

he Growth Areas Authority, Wyndham City Council and Melton Shire Council 

continue to be key agencies in this project as the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee 

to Deer Park project is of signiicant strategic importance, particularly to the future 

development and growth of the City of Wyndham and the Shire of Melton.
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2.0 mEThODOlOgY
he determination of the preferred alignment option for the Regional Rail Link – 

West of Werribee to Deer Park was the result of a rigorous assessment of potential 

options. Each alignment option was assessed using the Objective Based Evaluation 

Model. he model is used to assess the level of performance against identiied 

assessment criteria and enables consistent ranking of alignment options based on 

performance against the criteria. Draft criteria were developed by technical specialists 

in the various ields. he alignment which best met the overall range of assessment 

criteria is the preferred option.

he selection process to determine the preferred alignment involved identifying 

a broad range of options based on engineering constraints and beneits. Identiied 

options were short-listed to those with the greatest potential to meet the overall project 

objectives. Specialist studies then assessed the remaining alignment options against 

the project objectives and their respective assessment criteria. he studies were in the 

following disciplines:

Engineering Design; >

Transport Planning; >

Land Use Planning; >

Flora & Fauna; >

Hydrology; >

Geotechnical; >

Cultural Heritage; >

Social Impact; >

Contaminated Land and Hydrogeology; >

Noise and Vibration; and >

Physical Services. >

Assessments from the specialist investigations were collated and presented at an 

alignment selection workshop. he outcome of this workshop was for specialist 

investigations to be undertaken on a particular alignment, which was subsequently 

further reined to produce the preferred alignment. he chosen alignment has the 

greatest potential to meet the overall project objective: “to reserve land for a high quality 

transit corridor servicing Melbourne’s and Victoria’s west”.
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2.1	 assEssMEnt	critEria

he assessment criteria for the project are listed in Table 1:

TABLE 1: PLANNING OBjECTIvES ANd ASSESSmENT CRITERIA

Planning Objectives Assessment Criteria

Engineering

to	ensure	suitable	track	
geometry	and	drainage	for	the	
transit	corridor

Ensure	that	engineering	standards	for	gradients,	curves,	
height	clearances,	rail	to	rail	clearances,	clearances	to	
structures,	maintenance	access,	crest	walls,	embankments	
and	retaining	walls	are	applied

Ensure	that	engineering	standards	for	drainage	are	applied

Ensure	that	drainage	of	the	tracks	have	been	considered	
in	the	design

to	minimise	the	footprint	of	
engineered	cut/ill	batters

Ensure	that	rail/road	grade	separation	is	incorporated	

Ensure	footprint	of	the	design	doesn’t	exceed	the	75m	
study	area	boundary	along	the	entire	corridor

Transport Planning

to	maximise	the	operating	
eficiency	of	the	transit	corridor

Meets	passenger	capacity	for	the	werribee	line	and	
geelong	line

geelong	express	travel	time

geelong	to	werribee	line	connectivity

total	travel	time	reduction	from	wyndham	vale/tarneit	areas

service	reliability,	suburban	and	regional	lines

accessibility	to	local	rail	service

Public	transport	mode	share

stabling	and	maintenance

Personal	safety	of	passengers

Enabler	of	intermodal	freight	terminal

directness	and	impact	on	present	and	future	arterial	road	
connectivity

road	congestion	reduction	on	existing	arterials	and	
at	existing	station	car	parks

bus	route	coverage,	route	directness,	network	connectivity	
and	integration	with	rail	stations	and	land	uses

Eficiency	of	bike	and	walking	network

integration	with	land	use	scenario	resident,	hybrid	and	
industrial	
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Planning Objectives Assessment Criteria

land use

to	ensure	compatibility	with	
state	and	local	land	use	and	
development	policies

consistency	with	state	and	local	planning	policy	frameworks	
and	other	relevant	land	use	policies

to	ensure	the	integration	of	land	
use,	development	and	transport

ability	of	station	sites	to	be	integrated	with	existing	and	
proposed	activity	centres

capacity	of	station	sites	to	support	interim	land	uses	whilst	
the	corridor	is	being	developed

Ensuring	transport	interchanges	and	car	parking	at	stations	
can	be	integrated	with	activity	centres

Minimises	potential	conlicts	with	adjoining	land	(including	
sensitive	uses)	and	use	of	the	corridor	for	transport	purposes

Maximises	the	potential	beneits	for	use	and	development	of	
land	in	the	vicinity	through	the	operation	of	the	corridor	for	
transport	purposes

Potential	for	fragmenting	of	future	urban	land	within	the	
urban	growth	boundary	(i.e	land	severance)

Flora and Fauna

to	minimise	impacts	on	
biodiversity	and	environmental	
integrity

impacts	on	areas	of	signiicant	ecological	vegetation	
communities	are	minimised

impacts	on	lora	and	fauna	species	listed	under	the	Flora	and	
Fauna	guarantee	act	1988	(victoria)	and	the	commonwealth	
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Act 1999	

impacts	on	ramsar	wetlands	or	national	Parks

ability	to	meet	net	gain	requirements	arising	from	the	Native 
Vegetation Management: A Framework for Action (2002) and the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987	(vic)	in	relation	to	effects	
on	native	vegetation

hydrology

to	protect	waterway	and	
loodplain	function	and	to	
minimise	impact	on	existing	
loodplains	and	areas	subject	to	
inundation

number	of	crossings	of	waterways	of	ecological	value

Minimise	potential	impacts	on	river	health	values,	riparian	
zones,	surface	water	quality	and	stream	lows

Minimise	impacts	on	existing	loodplains	and	areas	subject	
to	inundation

geotechnical 

to	minimise	route	options	
traversing	unfavourable	ground	
conditions

Minimal	cut	required

Minimal	ill	required

avoids	expansive	soils	

avoids	alluvial	sediments
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Planning Objectives Assessment Criteria

Cultural heritage

to	avoid	or	minimise	impacts	on	
aboriginal	and	non-aboriginal	
cultural	heritage	places

impacts	on	registered	aboriginal	cultural	heritage	places	
protected	under	the	Heritage Act 1995	(victoria)	and	
the	Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006	(victoria)	and	the	local	
planning	schemes	

avoids	areas	of	protected	aboriginal	sensitivity	

avoids	aboriginal,	heritage	victoria	and	local	heritage	overlay	
sites	on	the	alignment	and	within	500m	of	the	corridor

impacts	on	areas	of	potential	aboriginal	cultural	heritage	
sensitivity	protected	under	the	Heritage Act 1995	(victoria)	
and	the	Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006	(victoria)	and	the	local	
planning	schemes

impacts	on	registered	non-aboriginal	cultural	heritage	
places	protected	under	the	Heritage Act 1995	(victoria)	and	
the	local	planning	schemes

Social

to	minimise	the	dislocation	
or	severance	of	communities	
and	activities,	and	maximise	
opportunities	for	improved	
connectivity

to	maximise	access	to	goods,	
services	and	employment

to	minimise	the	negative	
impacts	to	people	and	property	
of	acquiring	land.

to	protect	and	enhance	amenity	
and	well-being	of	nearby	
sensitive	land	uses

to	protect	and	enhance	
enjoyment	of	local	heritage	and	
recreation	places

impact	of	severance	effects	upon	road,	public	transport,	
walking	and	cycling	networks	to	community	facilities	and	
properties,	retail	precincts	and	access	to	properties

impact	on	local	social	networks,	community	patterns	
and	linkages

Proximity	to	activity	nodes	and	employment	centres

impact	on	access	to	regional	health	and	education	facilities

impact	on	employment	opportunities	and	access	
improvements	to	areas	of	employment

number	of	properties	by	type	affected	by	acquisition	
(agricultural,	residential,	commercial,	public	space)

land	holdings	by	type	that	stand	to	beneit	from	proximity	
to	a	station.

impact	resulting	from	the	construction,	operation	and	
maintenance	of	the	rail	route	on	residents,	important	
community	facilities	and	open	space,	in	terms	of	–	noise,	
dust	and	fumes,	visual	intrusion,	light,	aesthetics,	vibration	
and	landscaping.

impact	of	the	route	on	sites	of	European	and	aboriginal	
cultural	heritage	and	the	public’s	enjoyment	of	these	spaces

impact	of	the	route	on	open	space	(including	linear	open	
space	networks)	and	environmental	sites	valued	for	their	
biodiversity	and	enjoyment	by	the	community	

impact	on	the	use	and	development	of	recreational	facilities
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Planning Objectives Assessment Criteria

Economic

to	improve	transport	economic	
eficiency	for	passengers	and	
freight	customers

travel	time	savings	for:	

Public	transport	users	in	wyndham	and	Melton	growth	areas	>

v/line	(geelong)	passengers	>

werribee	rail	line	passengers	>

rail	freight	>

remaining	road	users	(on	arterial	roads)	>

travel	time	and	vehicle	operating	cost	savings	for	road	users	
(as	a	result	of	reduced	trafic	on	road	corridors	parallel	
to	werribee/Melton	rail	lines)

contribution	to	a	reduction	in	congestion	on	arterial	roads

Contaminated land and hydrology

to	avoid	or	minimise	known	
signiicantly	contaminated	sites

impacts	by	signiicant	contamination	(sites	identiied	on	
Environment	Protection	authority	Priority	sites	register)

Potential	impacts	by	waste	acid	sulphate	or	potential	acid	
sulphate	soils

review	of	historic	aerial	photos	for	likely	previous	land	uses

to	identify	areas	of	near-surface	
regional	groundwater

the	presence	of	near-surface	groundwater

noise and vibration

to	minimise	noise	and	
vibration	impacts	on	amenity	
and	well-being.

Minimise	noise	impacts	on	amenity	and	wellbeing	(annoyance)	

day	noise	level	below	leq	15	hour	target	of	65	db(a)	>

night	noise	level	below	leq	9	hour	target	of	60	db(a)	>

Maximum	noise	level	below	lmax	target	of	80	db(a)	>

groundborne	vibration	velocity	below	curve	4	of	as	670.2	>

Physical Services

to	minimise	potential	conlicts	
with	physical	services

impact	on	gas,	water,	sewerage,	ibre	optic	and	other	utilities
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2.2 ALIGNmENT SELECTION

2.2.1	 alignMEnt	oPtions

A number of concept alignments were developed for assessment. hese alignments 

were divided into those north and south of Leakes Road with several potential 

connections to the existing rail lines at each end. 

he north (preix N) and south (preix S) alignments, ofered lexibility to provide 

alternative connectivity across Leakes Road and several alternative potential 

reservations between the Geelong and Ballarat Rail Corridors. All alignment options 

provided for ultimate development of four tracks if required.

Alignment options S1, S4 and S5 forming the southern section of the project is more 

constrained in linking with existing and future activity centres than the northern section 

(comprising alignment options N1, N1A, N1B, N2 and N3). he northern section 

is less constrained geographically with a number of alternative routes ofered to link 

the corridor from Leakes Road to the existing Ballarat Rail Corridor. 

Figure 4 illustrates the alignment options as assessed.

As assessment of the options developed, two new alignment options (N1 – HAL02 and 

N1 – HAL02A) were produced following an Alignment Selection Workshop.

Appendix A, Alignment Selection Overview provides more information of the 

selection process.
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FIGURE 4: ALIGNmENT OPTIONS

Regional Rail Link 
West of Werribee to Deer Park
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2.2.2	 alignMEnt	sElEction	workshoP

Following inalisation of the concept alignments, consultants were engaged in various 

specialist areas to undertake assessment on the concept alignments as shown in Figure 4. 

Each consultant was provided with the planning objectives and assessment criteria 

against which they assessed each of the concept alignments. his was completed using 

an assessment evaluation criteria key as shown at Table 2.

TABLE 2: ASSESSmENT EvALUATION RATING KEy

Meets	objective	very	well

Meets	objective	well

Meets	objective	moderately	well

Meets	objective	poorly

Meets	objective	very	poorly

other dns	–	did	not	study

ytd	–	yet	to	be	determined

n/a	–	not	applicable

An Alignment Selection Specialist Workshop for the Regional Rail Link – West of 

Werribee to Deer Park was held in February 2009 with the aim of: 

Presenting the specialist assessments of the project alignment options; and >

 Identifying any speciic information/analysis required to select a preferred  >

alignment option. 

Alignment option N1A was deemed unsuitable to achieve reasonable design speeds and 

was eliminated prior to the workshop. he specialist assessment indings were collated 

and summarised against the project objectives – this summary is shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3: ASSESSmENT AGAINST PROjECT OBjECTIvES UP TO ThE ALIGNmENT SELECTION wORKShOP

Objectives Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

to	ensure	suitable	track	geometry	
and	drainage	for	the	transit	corridor

dns

to	minimise	the	footprint	of	
engineered	cut/ill	batters

dns

to	maximise	the	operating	eficiency	
of	the	transit	corridor

dns
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Objectives Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

to	ensure	compatibility	with	
state	and	local	land	use	and	
development	policies

dns

to	ensure	the	integration	of	land	
use,	development	and	transport

dns

to	minimise	impacts	on	biodiversity	
and	environmental	integrity

ytd ytd ytd ytd ytd ytd ytd

to	protect	waterway	and	
loodplain	function

to	minimise	impact	on	existing	
loodplains	and	areas	subject	
to	inundation

to	minimise	route	options	traversing	
unfavourable	ground	conditions

to	avoid	or	minimise	impacts	
on	aboriginal	and	non-aboriginal	
cultural	heritage	places

to	minimise	the	dislocation	
or	severance	and	to	maximise	
opportunities	for	improved	
connectivity

dns

to	maximise	access	to	goods,	
services	and	employment

dns

to	minimise	the	negative	impacts	to	
people	and	property	of	acquiring	land

dns

to	protect	and	enhance	amenity	and	
wellbeing	of	nearby	sensitive	land	uses

dns

to	protect	and	enhance	enjoyment	of	
local	heritage	and	recreation	places

dns

to	improve	transport	economic	
eficiency	for	passengers	and	
freight	customers

dns

to	enable	wider	economic	beneits dns n/a

to	avoid	or	minimise	known	
signiicantly	contaminated	sites

dns

to	identify	areas	of	near-surface	
regional	groundwater

dns

to	minimise	noise	and	vibration	
impacts	on	amenity	and	well-being

to	minimise	potential	conlicts	
with	physical	services
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Four areas were identiied as the most signiicant factors in determining the preferred 

alignment option:

Engineering design;  >

Transport planning;  >

Land use planning; and  >

Social impact. >

Of the four key areas, alignment option N1 ofered greater potential beneits than 

alignment option N2. 

Alignment option N2 was found to reduce the potential size of activity centres and 

the beneit of integrating land use and transport. N2 ofered reduced opportunities for 

access to facilities and employment, especially those based around existing and future 

Activity Centres.

Impacts identiied from the other specialist areas of investigation were generally 

common across all the alignments; they do not ofer a signiicant point of diference 

between the alignment options. As the ongoing development of the project will 

ensure appropriate mitigation measures are in place, these impacts are not considered 

detrimental to the project nor to the environment.

Further engineering investigations undertaken prior to and presented at the workshop 

were aimed at meeting the operational plan to provide a desired train speed of 

160 kilometres per hour, making alignment options N1 and N1B not feasible in their 

coniguration. A further reinement of alignment option N1 was developed to achieve 

desirable speeds. his alignment option, which became known as N1 – HAL02, 

leaves the Melbourne-Ballarat Railway east of Robinsons Road, Deer Park whereas 

N1 leaves the existing railway west of Robinsons Road. he reined alignment option 

then travels south-west through Ravenhall and Truganina to rejoin alignment option 

N1 at Derrimut Road, Tarneit. he design update to create N1 – HAL02 also pushed 

the location of alignment option S1 further west between Davis Road, Tarneit and 

Ballan Road, Wyndham Vale.

he workshop reached the following conclusions:

Specialist investigations for all technical specialties would be undertaken  >

on N1 – HAL02: and

he viability of N1 – HAL02 as the preferred option would be determined  >

by the capacity for it to satisfy the four key areas of specialist investigation.
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2.2.3	 rEFinEMEnt	oF	thE	alignMEnt	

he specialist investigations for transport planning, land use planning and social 

impacts for option N1 – HAL02 identiied: 

Poor integration of the station and the proposed activity centre in Tarneit at  >

Rose Grange as the station platforms would likely be located on the western 

side of Derrimut Road away from expansion of the proposed activity centre on 

the eastern side of Derrimut Road; 

Signiicant social and community impacts from the acquisition of approximately  >

30 residential dwellings under construction in the Central Park residential 

estate at Deer Park; and

he potential impact on a section of the Boral Quarry near the corner  >

of Middle and Christies Roads, Ravenhall. 

he alignment option N1 – HAL02 unacceptably impacted residential lots in Central 

Park West and extractive industry operations on the Boral Quarry site and so alignment 

option N1 – HAL02 was reined into N1 – HAL02A to avoid these impacts 

he reined option leaves the existing Ballarat railway west of Robinsons Road 

(like alignment option N1), thereby eliminating potential land acquisition impacts 

on dwellings in the Central Park West Estate in Deer Park. 

Option N1 – HAL02A then aligns with the Christies Road Reservation to eliminate 

potential acquisition impacts on the Boral Quarry site. he N1 – HAL02A alignment 

also ensures that the proposed Tarneit Station at Rose Grange could be located to 

the east side of Derrimut Road adjacent to the proposed activity centre. Evaluation 

of the alignment determined that the reined Option N1 – HAL02A could achieve a 

maximum line speed of 160km/h according to proposed design standards. 

Following the updated information, it was concluded that alignment options N1 – HAL02A, 

S1, S4 and S5 are most capable to achieve the overall project objective “to reserve land for 

a high quality transit corridor servicing Melbourne’s and Victoria’s west” and should be 

the preferred alignment. Appendix A provides more detail about the process to select the 

preferred alignment for the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park.

3.0 PREFERRED AlignmEnT

3.1 PROjECT dESCRIPTION

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park is a 30km railway from 

Bulbans Road, Werribee to Robinsons Road, Deer Park. See Figure 5 for an overall view 

of the project.
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FIGURE 5: PLAN OF REGIONAL RAIL LINK – wEST OF wERRIBEE TO dEER PARK

Regional Rail Link 
West of Werribee to Deer Park
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Project corridor

he project corridor will generally be 60m wide, but wider at locations where bridges, 

stations, car parking, train stabling and other facilities are required. Where the Regional 

Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park runs through Wyndham Vale, it shares an 

existing 75m reservation with the proposed Armstrong Road. he design of the project 

accommodates a four track railway together with Armstrong Road, which is proposed 

to be a four lane, two-way arterial road.

Track arrangement

Initially the alignment will incorporate two tracks from West of Werribee to Deer Park 

for Geelong and Warrnambool V/Line regional rail services to use. Depending on the 

rate of urban development in the surrounding areas, a further two tracks could be 

constructed in stages from north of the Werribee River in Tarneit to near Middle Road, 

Ravenhall. he extra tracks would accommodate “short-starter” regional rail services 

operating between Manor Lakes and Southern Cross. South of Manor Lakes, the 

corridor will accommodate a pair of regional tracks and a pair of suburban tracks for a 

future extension of the Werribee suburban rail service.

Stations

Upon opening of the railway, stations will initially be located at Manor Lakes in 

Wyndham Vale and Derrimut Road in Tarneit. Depending on future urban growth in 

the surrounding areas, additional stations can be opened at Dohertys Road in Truganina, 

Davis Road in Tarneit and near Sewells Road in Tarneit. Detailed design and the station 

names will be conirmed later in the project’s development.

Road and watercourse crossings

Bridges will be built to grade separate the project from existing or likely future arterial 

roads. Most of the bridges will feature the road passing over the railway, which will 

require ramps to be constructed to achieve the necessary clearance heights. Where the 

railway parallels the proposed Armstrong Road in Wyndham Vale between Ballan Road 

and Lollypop Creek, the road bridges will be at natural surface level as the railway will 

sink into a cutting.

he project requires numerous watercourse crossings, most notably over Werribee River, 

Laverton Creek, Skeleton Creek, Davis Creek, Lollypop Creek and their tributaries. 

Detailed design of the project will indicate which crossings will require bridges, culverts 

or other solutions.
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Levels

Most of the railway will be constructed at or near natural surface level. Detailed design 

will reine the exact levels. he project will be partially sunk into a cutting to pass under 

the Deer Park Bypass at Ravenhall. Likewise, the project will be sunk into a cutting 

where it shares an existing corridor with the proposed Armstrong Road in Wyndham 

Vale. his results in the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park and the 

proposed Armstrong Road itting within the existing 75m corridor without impacting 

on land for service roads or existing dwellings. Where the project crosses waterways, 

it will be elevated to ensure that 100 year lood events do not close the railway nor 

adversely afect the lood regimes of waterways.

Regional stabling

Stabling and depot facilities for V/Line trains are proposed between Greens Road 

and Black Forest Road in Wyndham Vale to accommodate “short-starter” services 

originating or terminating at the proposed station in Wyndham Vale. Ultimately this 

will provide stabling, basic cleaning and other minor facilities for ive 8-carriage trains. 

his element is dependant on patronage stemming from urban growth in the area and 

would be constructed at a later stage.

Freight

he project will make provision for construction of two freight tracks between the 

junction at Deer Park and Truganina for a potential intermodal freight terminal in 

Truganina. However, the project does not propose to reserve land or construct an 

intermodal terminal. Demand from nearby industrial land uses and provision of 

separate funding will dictate the timing of any development. 

Extension of Werribee suburban service

Reservation of the land for the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will 

also include land to extend the existing suburban electric railway service from Werribee 

to Manor Lakes. his component can be constructed either simultaneously with 

the Regional Rail Link or at a later time. It is essential that land to accommodate the 

Werribee extension is reserved at the same time as the land required for the Regional 

Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park. 

If the extension from Werribee is constructed later than the Regional Rail Link – 

West of Werribee to Deer Park, connection between Geelong and Werribee will be 

maintained in the meantime by either bus services between Manor Lakes and Werribee 

or a rail shuttle between Geelong and Werribee.
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he Werribee service would be extended via the existing Melbourne-Geelong railway 

corridor before branching northwards to parallel the two-track corridor for V/Line 

regional railway services. his would, create a four-track railway corridor between 

Black Forest Road and Ballan Road, Wyndham Vale. A railway station served only by 

suburban trains is proposed at Black Forest Road, Wyndham Vale, to serve future urban 

development in the surrounding area.

he Werribee extension also requires construction of stabling and depot facilities for 

suburban trains. he facilities are proposed to be located north of Ballan Road, Wyndham 

Vale, to allow trains to originate and terminate services at the proposed station in 

Wyndham Vale. Ultimately this would provide stabling, cleaning and other facilities for 

thirty 6-carriage trains.

3.2 BENEFITS ANd ImPACTS

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will result in a wide range 

of community, environmental and economic beneits to Victoria, Melbourne and the 

local region. he project presents an opportunity to provide a sustainable regional and 

metropolitan rail network in Melbourne’s west. It will provide passengers with a high 

capacity, faster, frequent and more reliable public transport service, both on the corridor 

itself and the cascading beneits to the broader rail network, bringing signiicant beneits 

to passengers in Melbourne’s outer western fringe and in Victoria’s regional cities. Taking 

into account the impacts of the proposed railway, the Regional Rail Link – West of 

Werribee to Deer Park provides a net community beneit to the state and to the region.

3.2.1	 coMMunity	bEnEFits

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will lead to signiicant 

community beneits including:

Better access to employment opportunities and services; >

Better land use and transport integration at activity centres; >

Reduced household transport costs; >

Greater resilience to energy price luctuations; >

Reduced road congestion; >

Greater mobility for disadvantaged community groups; >

Healthier communities; and >

Better open space linkages. >
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Enhanced access to employment

he project will enable the community to access higher order employment, education, 

health and social services. It will provide greater access for communities in Geelong 

and Melbourne’s west to more diverse jobs and services both in the region and in 

central Melbourne. he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will be 

the foundation of an efective and eicient public transport network in urban growth 

areas in the north and west of Wyndham, connecting residents to economic centres and 

larger employment pools in Melbourne’s west and to the Melbourne Central Business 

District. It will also provide residents in Geelong and surrounding areas opportunities 

to access employment and services in Melbourne. 

During the construction phase, the project will also beneit Victoria and the region 

by providing thousands of direct and indirect jobs.

Better integration of land use and transport

he project ofers the opportunity to integrate land use and transport planning in 

one of Melbourne’s key growth corridors. he current review of the Urban Growth 

Boundary in the vicinity of the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park 

will facilitate the expansion of nearby urban areas and the need for suitable servicing 

by transport, retail and community facilities. he land around the stations along the 

Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park has the potential to accommodate 

signiicant opportunities for employment, residential, entertainment, community and 

other land uses and facilities which will be accessible to an increasing population. hese 

will be accommodated in suitably located activity centres based around railway stations 

along the corridor. Introducing ixed rail public transport infrastructure early in the 

planning and development of new urban areas provides the opportunity for eicient 

and transit-oriented communities. his will also beneit existing communities located 

in close proximity to the rail corridor, where stations and activity centres are proposed. 

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will integrate with the wider 

public transport network to achieve maximum beneits to the community.

Reduced household transport costs

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will reduce household 

transport costs in Melbourne’s outer western growth areas. Housing afordability should 

be measured not just by entry price but by the ongoing costs of living determined by 

location. By providing an efective public transport network in the early stages of urban 

development, the project will help create more sustainable urban settlement where 

households enjoy savings from reduced car ownership.
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Resilience to energy price rises

he project will also provide greater resilience to oil price increases, especially in areas 

that are highly vulnerable to fuel price increases. he areas of Melbourne that have 

the highest oil vulnerability are concentrated in outer suburban areas, in particular 

Melbourne’s outer western urban growth areas (including parts of Melton East and 

north Wyndham). he provision of more employment opportunities at activity centres 

locally and excellent public transport access to higher order employment elsewhere will 

enhance the resilience of these growth areas to these threats. Increased access to ixed 

rail public transport from the project will reduce reliance on vehicles for daily travel 

needs and reduce vulnerability to increasing energy costs in the future.

Reduced road congestion

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will contribute to greater usage 

of public transport in Melbourne’s outer west and lessen vehicle usage, resulting in less 

congestion and pollution generated in fast-growing urban growth areas. he project 

will also increase capacity for passengers from Geelong to access Melbourne, reducing 

pressure on the Princes Freeway and the West Gate Bridge. he project will free up 

space on the existing Werribee suburban line once regional trains are diverted onto the 

Regional Rail Link. his will boost capacity on this line and reduce the burden of traic 

on the region’s arterial road network.

he beneits will also be enjoyed by freight networks by relieving traic pressure on major 

freeways and arterial roads. Particular beneits should be experienced in the Laverton 

North/Truganina Industrial Area, immediately east of the project, and for freight traic 

using roads to access the Port of Melbourne, especially the West Gate Bridge.

Greater mobility for disadvantaged social groups

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will reduce barriers in 

accessing economic and social opportunities by providing a high-quality link to activity 

centres containing employment, entertainment and community facilities. Members of 

the community with limited access to private travel, particularly those on low incomes, 

disabled, young and elderly people will derive beneits from greater accessibility as a 

result of the project. Improving these connections will improve equity of opportunity, 

encourage a healthy diversity in the region, and provide greater access to a wider range 

of job opportunities both within and beyond the western region of Melbourne.

his project presents a real opportunity to address the current level of “disadvantage 

by location”. Both the City of Wyndham and the Shire of Melton feature areas of social 

disadvantage compared to the rest of metropolitan Melbourne.
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Healthier communities

he project ofers the opportunity to plan for healthy communities in Melbourne’s west. 

he clustering of activities around proposed railway stations will make walking and 

cycling to work, school, retail and other daily destinations more feasible and popular. 

A proposed shared path alongside the alignment will link with broader open space 

networks as they develop in the future.

Better links to open space

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will link into the network of 

open space corridors planned for Melbourne’s western growth areas by the Victorian 

Government and local councils. he proposed shared path along the corridor will link 

activity centres and facilities along the route, and will integrate with future linear open 

space, typically located along watercourses. he project will make walking and cycling 

more attractive for recreational purposes and will integrate well with broader open 

space planning. 

3.2.2	 coMMunity	iMPacts

Although the project will provide many beneits, there are a number of community 

impacts that will need to be addressed.

Social disruption caused by property acquisition

A number of properties will be afected by the location of the alignment although the 

planning and design process has attempted to reduce impacts as much as practicable. 

he footprint of the project (including the rail alignment, grade separations, railway 

stations, car parking and train stabling facilities) will directly afect a total of 68 properties, 

although most of these properties are only partially afected by the project. he planning 

of the chosen alignment has tried to avoid impacts on major development such as 

established urban areas, residential dwellings and extractive industries. It has been 

aligned to “make the best of opportunities” by reducing impacts on individual properties 

without compromising the standards and requirements of a high-quality railway. 

Appropriate legislation exists to protect afected land owners and ensure they are duly 

compensated as result of the project. It is considered that the impacts on these land 

owners, whilst important, do not outweigh the overall beneits the proposed Regional 

Rail Link will provide to established and developing communities in Melbourne’s 

western region.
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Disruption to social linkages and networks

he very nature of major transport infrastructure such as the Regional Rail Link – 

West of Werribee to Deer Park has the potential to disrupt existing social links and 

networks in and around the preferred alignment. he project minimises this impact 

by including links where it crosses existing roads, many of which are currently or will 

become arterial roads as urban development proceeds in the region. Additionally, 

a shared path is proposed along the corridor to help link communities along the route 

with activity centres and open space networks.

Whilst most road crossings would be bridged upon the opening of the railway, there may 

be some existing minor roads that would be truncated until such time as grade separation 

is viable or warranted. Constructing grade separations at these locations is dependant 

on the timing of future urban development and the need to upgrade the road to arterial 

status. his will be the subject of further investigation as detailed development of the 

project progresses and more becomes known of future urban development.

Further crossings for collector roads and pedestrian/cycle crossings would also be 

provided in future urban areas by councils and/or developers as longer-term urban 

growth surrounds the corridor. Careful design and layout of future urban areas as 

they develop and surround the project will enhance future links across the railway 

and reduce any barrier efect.

In the short term, the project will truncate the local street connection across the 

corridor at Eppalock Drive/Leichhardt Drive in Wyndham Vale. A proposed pedestrian 

connection to Bon homas Reserve in Deer Park across the existing Ballarat railway 

will need to take into consideration the lyover allowing the tracks coming from Melton 

to join with the tracks from the project.

It is proposed to truncate Woods Road in Truganina and Gard Road in Mount Cottrell 

due to grade separation impacts having a signiicant afect on abutting property. Both 

roads are local in nature with alternative access available on the surrounding network.

Further detailed design of the project will serve to mitigate impacts at speciic locations 

whilst maintaining the overall project improvements to social links by providing better 

access to employment opportunities, educational facilities, community facilities and 

open space networks.
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Noise impacts

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will pose some noise impacts 

to existing or future communities based on the location, design and use of the route. 

Although the EPA regulations governing noise emissions do not apply to railways, the 

project will minimise disruption caused by noise. As the route mostly traverses basalt 

rock covered by a thin (approx 1-3m) layer of clay, there are unlikely to be any adverse 

vibration impacts caused by passing trains.

Diesel passenger trains will use the entire railway corridor, whilst electric suburban 

trains will feature only on the extended Werribee line to Wyndham Vale in the future. 

Should a potential intermodal freight terminal in Truganina be served by rail, freight 

trains will be restricted between the terminal and Deer Park.

he route of the project is predominantly through non-urban land. here will be 

minimal impacts on existing sensitive uses, which have been avoided where possible 

without compromising the performance of the railway. In Wyndham Vale, the route 

runs through newly-built urban areas along an existing corridor set aside for transport 

purposes. At this point the railway will be mostly located in a cutting, which will serve 

to reduce the noise impacts on nearby residents and visitors. At most other locations 

along the corridor, the railway will be either at or just below natural surface level which 

will serve to reduce noise impacts. 

As urban development proceeds around the corridor, strategic land use decisions and 

mitigation measures will be required to ensure noise impacts do not ‘catch up’ to the 

railway. he Precinct Structure Planning process for future urban development should 

seek to ensure that sensitive land uses are located away from the project where possible, 

and that new development incorporates noise mitigation measures for sensitive land uses.

Temporary construction impacts

Although the precise construction activities to be undertaken are not yet known, the 

major components for railway construction include track formation, ballast, sleepers, 

rail tracks, stations and stabling. To varying degrees these will create temporary 

negative impacts such as increased dust, noise, light, fumes and construction-related 

traic. hese will be mostly conined to areas surrounding the corridor itself, but more 

regional impacts can be expected.

In order to mitigate these impacts a comprehensive Construction Management Plan will 

be developed prior to construction, as typically required for a project of this size and 

scope. his will reduce negative impacts associated with construction by using established 

and reliable methods based on well-understood principles for impact mitigation. 
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Summary

Overall, the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park presents signiicant 

beneits to Victoria, Melbourne and the existing and future urban growth areas of 

Wyndham and Melton. It will service local, metropolitan and regional commuting needs 

and will be an important piece of social infrastructure in the western region of Melbourne.

3.2.3	 EnvironMEntal	bEnEFits

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will bring substantial 

environmental beneits by:

Reducing vehicle usage leading to reduced carbon emissions and air pollution; and >

Encouraging environmentally sustainable development, especially around  >

activity centres.

Reduced vehicle usage, carbon emissions and air pollution

he project will reduce vehicle usage by providing a high-quality public transport 

alternative to the private vehicle. For both regional communities and communities 

in Melbourne’s west, reductions in vehicle use will contribute to reducing the long-term 

trend of increasing traic levels, and accordingly increases in transport’s share to 

greenhouse gas emissions. he Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability’s 

document Public transport’s role in reducing greenhouse emissions (July 2008) highlights 

the disproportionate growth of transport-related greenhouse emissions, mainly due to 

growth in private vehicle usage. Public transport generates fewer emissions than cars for 

each kilometre travelled, the beneits of which accumulate with higher patronage levels. 

Enhanced public transport provision and use will contribute to reducing the state’s 

greenhouse gas emissions. he Regional Rail Link will be an important part of Victoria’s 

eforts to reduce greenhouse emissions. By reducing private vehicle use, the project will 

also have positive efects on local and regional air quality, and reduce vehicle emissions 

that impact on regional and local communities.

Environmentally sustainable development

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will encourage the development of 

more environmentally sustainable communities, especially by integrating proposed railway 

stations with activity centre development. A high proportion of trips in the Melbourne 

metropolitan area are local and less than 5km in length. By bunching mixed uses, higher 

employment and residential densities around activity centres walking and cycling around 

activity centres is encouraged. Incorporating railway stations with these centres encourages 

longer trips without need of a car. Careful design of both the overall structure and the ine 

detail of activity centres will be vital in ensuring walking and cycling are encouraged. 
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Further to the travel-based beneits of activity centre development, ultra-eicient power, 

water, waste, solar-oriented design and other features can be incorporated from the 

beginning to enhance the environmental beneits. his can occur at both building level 

and across activity centres but once again relies on careful design and implementation 

of activity centres. As these centres along the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to 

Deer Park are either in early development as at Manor Lakes and Rose Grange or do not 

exist yet, there is vast potential for environmental beneits stemming from the project’s 

integration with land use outcomes. 

Even for detached residential development that will develop further away from 

activity centres, the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will provide 

an attractive and practical transport choice, especially as regional and local feeder bus 

networks develop. his will further reduce dependence and use of cars.

3.2.4	 EnvironMEntal	iMPacts

Although there will be broader environmental beneits generated by the project, 

there will also be local impacts on lora and fauna, waterways, natural landscapes and 

cultural heritage. Where possible the chosen alignment has aimed avoid areas of known 

signiicance, and where impacts are anticipated mitigation strategies will be introduced 

to lessen impacts. 

Flora and fauna impacts

he Regional Rail Link –West of Werribee to Deer Park will impact on local lora and 

fauna. Although the environmental values of the area have been degraded by clearing 

and agriculture since European settlement, there are still important habitats containing 

signiicant lora and fauna species. he project has avoided larger areas of ecological 

signiicance found further west around Mount Cottrell, but it is diicult for a project of 

this scale to completely avoid lora and fauna impacts. he project will minimise lora and 

fauna impacts in both terrestrial and aquatic habitats and ensure that the requirements 

of the applicable Commonwealth and State legislation are met. Key impacts include:

Removal of native lora and habitat areas through clearing and potential  >

spread of noxious weeds and pests;

Impacts on native fauna; and >

 Potential damage to aquatic fauna habitat, of relevance to the Werribee River,  >

Skeleton Creek and Lollypop Creek.
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he project is predominantly within the Victorian Volcanic Plains Bioregion and the 

Werribee River basin as deined by the Department of Sustainability and Environment. 

he project traverses the Plains Grassland Ecological Vegetation Class (EVC 132), which 

is classiied as endangered within the Victorian Volcanic Plain Bioregion. he proposed 

alignment is likely to impact on Natural Temperate Grassland of the Victorian Volcanic 

Plain, a community identiied as threatened at Commonwealth level.

he project has sought to avoid known areas of high ecological signiicance found further 

west towards Mount Cottrell. A preliminary lora and fauna assessment estimated 

removal of 45 hectares of native vegetation, mainly in the Plains Grassland Ecological 

Vegetation Class. Subsequent estimates produced by the Department of Sustainability and 

Environment based on an updated project footprint including grade separations, station 

footprints and train stabling areas indicate that a total of 82 hectares of native vegetation, 

mainly in the Plains Grassland Ecological Vegetation Class, will be impacted. his loss 

will be managed by implementing the Net Gain policies found in the Native Vegetation 

Management Framework produced by the Department of Sustainability and Environment.

he Victorian Government recognises that this project, in conjunction with the Urban 

Growth Boundary investigation and Outer Metropolitan Ring Transport Corridor, 

has the potential to impact on the native grasslands of western Melbourne. To this 

end, it is investigating the potential to reserve two large areas dominated by the Plains 

Grassland Ecological Vegetation Class for retention of this key vegetation community. 

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park avoids both of these areas and 

is not expected to signiicantly decrease habitat continuity between these two sites.

Although the project does not intersect directly with a Wetlands of International 

Signiicance (Ramsar site), the project crosses Werribee River, Skeleton Creek and 

Lollypop Creek which drain into the Port Phillip Bay (Western Shoreline) and Bellarine 

Peninsula Ramsar site. Construction and operation techniques will ensure no impacts 

on these waterways or the Ramsar site downstream.

he primary mechanism for environmental protection is the Environmental Protection 

and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999. he project traverses one ecological 

community (Natural Temperate Grassland of the Victorian Volcanic Plain) listed under 

the Act, whilst one listed lora species (Spiny Rice-lower) is impacted by the alignment. 

here is suitable habitat within the broader study area for one other species (Large-fruit 

Fireweed), and this species is most likely to be encountered in close proximity to the 

Melbourne to Ballarat Railway. Two fauna species (Striped Legless Lizard and Growling 

Grass Frog) have previously been recorded from the broader study area, although up to an 

additional seven species could also occur. No listed migratory fauna species are recorded 

from within the corridor for the project, although thirty-one species have previously been 

recorded in the broader study area. hree additional migratory species are predicted to 

occur, or their habitat is predicted to occur, within 5 km of the alignment.
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At State level the Flora and Fauna Guarantee (FFG) Act 1988 protects individual 

species. No lora species listed under the this Act have been recorded in the corridor, 

although there are records of 19 such species from the broader study area and there 

is suitable habitat for some of these species in the corridor. hese species include 

Small Scurf-pea, Tough Scurf-pea, Arching Flax-lily, Rough-grain Love grass, Austral 

Crane’s-bill, Pale-lower Crane’s-bill and Rye Beetle-grass. here are no fauna species of 

state conservation signiicance in the corridor, although twenty-ive species have been 

recorded in the local area, and eight of those species could occur in the corridor due to 

the habitat present.

he primary mechanism for mitigating the lora and fauna impacts is through adherence 

to the Victorian Government’s Net Gain policy. hrough this policy, the options 

assessment has sought to avoid and minimise native vegetation loss through appropriate 

route selection, and then ensure native vegetation losses are suitably ofset.

Further mitigation measures will ensure the project minimises impacts on lora and fauna. 

hese include:

Further targeted lora and fauna surveys to establish the precise impacts  >

on key species, which will feed into ensuring ofset requirements under the 

Net Gain policy are achieved;

Detailed design to minimise vegetation and habitat loss, including reducing  >

the footprint of the corridor to minimum extent practicable;

Provision of fauna underpasses or overpasses (if appropriate) at key locations,  >

particularly for watercourses draining into Ramsar sites;

Use of best-practice design for crossing waterways to maintain aquatic  >

habitats and for dealing with runof; and

Use of best-practice construction protocols to minimise impacts associated  >

with soil disturbance, spread of weeds and pathogens and incidental damage 

to retained areas.

Waterway impacts

Various waterways intersecting the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park 

include the Werribee River, Skeleton Creek, Lollypop Creek, Cherry Creek, Davis Creek, 

Laverton Creek, Kororoit Creek, Kayes Drain and tributaries of these watercourses. 

As noted earlier, many of these waterways low into Ramsar wetland sites on the 

western shores of Port Phillip.
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he infrastructure needed to traverse waterways, (such as bridges, culverts and pylons) 

will be located and designed to minimise impacts on the hydraulic patterns of the 

waterways and the habitats they support. Particular care will be taken to ensure that 

existing lood regimes are not impacted through careful design of embankments and 

structures where the railway crosses watercourses. Impacts on the environmental 

values of waterways will be further reduced by implementing best practice water 

sensitive design treatments for rail track and stormwater runof and implementing an 

Environmental Management Plan during construction. In conjunction with mitigation 

measures to reduce impacts on lora and fauna, the project will not pose a major impact 

to waterways.

Cultural heritage impacts

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will intersect with sites of 

Aboriginal and European cultural heritage, however these sites have been avoided 

where possible and measures will be put in place to minimise adverse impacts. 

he project will intersect with:

Areas of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity (deined as 200m either side  >

of watercourses) including Dohertys Creek, Skeleton Creek, Werribee River 

and Lollypop Creek;

Aboriginal cultural heritage sites on alignment – three surface scatters  >

of stone artefacts;

Victorian Heritage Register (of State heritage signiicance) sites on alignment  >

– no sites;

Victorian Heritage Inventory (of archaeological interest at State level) sites on  >

alignment – one dry stone wall at Ravenhall and one de-listed dry stone wall 

in Wyndham Vale; and

Heritage Overlay places (of local heritage signiicance) on alignment –  >

Wyndham Heritage Overlay 39 (Truganina Township and Cemetery). 

he railway will not impact on the former Truganina Cemetery however 

it will be within 100m of it.

To mitigate these impacts, a detailed Cultural Heritage Management Plan will be 

prepared before construction within the rail corridor commences. here is potential for 

further Aboriginal cultural heritage sites to be located along the alignment during the 

preparation of this plan, which will also provide guidance about reducing and managing 

the impacts.
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Summary

Overall the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will provide important 

environmental beneits by reducing vehicle usage and road congestion, encourage 

high-density land use and development around activity centres and help link regional 

and local open space networks. Impacts, where they occur, can be managed through 

the design, construction and operation phases of the project.

3.2.5	 EconoMic	bEnEFits

Key project beneits

Reduced road congestion >

Time savings and reliability improvements for public transport users >

Economic beneits associated with environmental and safety improvements >

Reduced vehicle operating costs >

Opportunity for reduced car ownership >

Improved freight networks >

Wider economic beneits

Beneits of agglomeration and labour supply >

Removing constraints between employment and residential areas >

Supporting development of regional areas >

Key project benefits

Reduced road congestion

he increase in rail service numbers will accommodate currently unmet demand on the 

rail system. he project, by encouraging more rail trips and fewer private vehicle trips 

by road, will have the beneit of reduced road congestion for the remaining road users, 

resulting in travel time savings and reduced vehicle operating costs. Given the rising road 

congestion in Melbourne, this decongestion is a principal economic beneit of the project.

Speciically there will be positive efects for roads in the Wyndham and Melton areas, 

reducing local and regional traic congestion, including fewer trips from northern 

Wyndham to the existing Werribee rail corridor (as those trips will be diverted to 

the new closer stations). Importantly, the project will also reduce commuter traic 

in major freight corridors in the west of Melbourne. he transfer of inner city trips 

from car to rail will reduce the growth in demand for road travel and improve freight 
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operations around the port precinct and major cross town routes. he major road 

freight routes to receive relief include the West Gate, Calder and Tullamarine Freeways 

and Western Ring Road, as well as roads crossing the Maribyrnong River, which include 

Ballarat, Footscray and Dynon Roads. Congestion on the Princes Freeway will also be 

ameliorated due to the much improved public transport option. 

Time Savings and Reliability Improvements

he segregation of regional and metropolitan services through the provision of a 

dedicated rail line will enable increased regional and metropolitan service numbers, 

decrease passenger waiting time, and improve reliability. he separation of V/Line and 

metropolitan trains will also enable streamlining of stopping patterns, further improving 

the reliability of the rail system.

he costs to users of public transport trips will be reduced through improved interchanges 

with other public transport modes in Melbourne’s west. his better integration of 

services will result in beneits for all public transport users as a wider area of the city 

will become accessible with lower transfer penalties.

Environmental and safety benefits

By increasing the capacity of rail, there will be reduced numbers of road users. 

Environmental impacts such as pollutants, greenhouse gases, noise and water 

emissions are reduced with a project that encourages more people onto public 

transport. he occurrence of road accidents diminishes as the quantum of vehicle 

kilometres declines and rail patronage increases. 

Vehicle operating costs

Drivers generally tend to focus on the cost of fuel as the principal expense when 

considering costs associated with car travel. he unperceived vehicle operating costs 

that are avoided, such as depreciation, lubricants, tyres, etc., are a further beneit of 

increased public transport use.

Improved freight networks

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park, as part of the overall Regional 

Rail Link project, will contribute to improved road access across either side of the 

Maribyrnong River. It will improve freight operations around the port precinct and 

alleviate congestion on major cross town routes. With more people using rail instead 

of car, major road freight routes to receive relief include the West Gate, Calder and 

Tullamarine Freeways and Western Ring Road.
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he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park makes provision for rail access 

to a future intermodal freight terminal at Truganina although the exact location and 

timing of the terminal is not yet determined. his will facilitate the interchange of goods 

between high productivity road vehicles to freight trains, and will be a key component 

of the supply chain to and from the Port of Melbourne.

he increased freight eiciency and the resultant reduction in road freight will magnify 

the aforementioned beneits of decongestion and reduced environmental and accident 

externalities. he eiciencies gained from moving freight onto rail will also enhance 

Victoria’s capacity to efectively deal with the substantial growth in the freight task 

forecast to occur over the next decades.

Other project-specific benefits

he project will also produce a range of highly beneicial impacts that can only be assessed 

qualitatively. hese include reduced car ownership, health beneits through increased 

walking, improved attractiveness of urban inill, provision of another transport option to 

those who would usually prefer to use modes other than public transport (option value), 

reduced community severance due to less road traic, reduced road maintenance costs 

and reduced waste disposal associated with automotive parts and vehicles.

Wider economic benefits

Given that the Werribee and Melton lines are situated in two of Melbourne’s key growth 

corridors, there are substantial economic beneits to be gained in the western outer 

metropolitan areas from implementing the project. Residents’ access to employment, 

education and services will be greatly enhanced through the improvement in rail 

capacity and coverage on these lines. Transit oriented development opportunities, 

incorporating new retail and business hubs are likely to emerge in the green ield station 

sites, thereby creating further employment growth in Melbourne’s west.

he project will support wider economic, social and environmental aspirations 

articulated in the Victorian Transport Plan, including:

Enable growth in the high value service sector to continue by enabling  >

a suiciently broad and deep labour pool to access the Central Business District 

and clusters within Inner Melbourne;

Improve access to Inner Melbourne employment clusters, including Footscray  >

and Sunshine;
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Provide access for those who are and will live in the western parts of  >

Melbourne to employment, education, health and other community facilities, 

for which they are strongly dependent on Inner Melbourne. In particular, 

the Regional Rail Link supports a number of areas of socio-economic 

disadvantage in the Inner west and around Werribee, Melton and Sunbury;

Support urban inill growth in Melbourne by accommodating an increase in the  >

transport task in these highly built up areas and improving urban amenity; and

Provide access for those who live in regional areas to employment, education  >

and health facilities of state signiicance in Inner Melbourne; which will 

in turn support the development of their local economy and reduce urban 

growth pressures for Melbourne, particularly on the urban fringe.

Clustering of employment and labour supply

he increased productivity associated with the geographical clustering of irms and 

labour is referred to as agglomeration. A city’s density relates to the accessibility of 

irms and labour. By encouraging activity centres in the vicinity of both industrial and 

residential areas and improving transportation links to these centres and the Central 

Business District, the project is enhancing employment and residential density in 

Melbourne’s west. he proximity of irms to other irms means improved access to 

a wider range of inputs, knowledge and networks, resulting in productivity gains.

Removing transport constraints between places of residence and employment

Melbourne is the nation’s fastest growing capital. Currently its population is 3.7 million 

people and is expected to reach 5 million before 2030s – more than a decade earlier 

than previously forecast. Most of Melbourne’s population growth is forecast to occur in 

the north and west of the city and regional centres. A consequence of this rapid growth 

is that a lack of transport, in particular rail capacity into Inner Melbourne, will constrain 

economic growth. his capacity constraint will reduce the ability of employees to access 

major employment hubs of Melbourne and for employers to access a suiciently broad 

and deep pool of appropriately skilled employees.

he population to Melbourne’s west is expected to increase from 930,000 to 1,120,000 

by 2036.

he consequences of rail capacity constraint impacts on many employees wanting to 

access inner Melbourne. he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will 

help to ensure that inner Melbourne, in particular the Central Business District, remains 

an attractive and accessible place to work and will increase the percentage of work trips 

that are undertaken on public transport rather than private car.
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Supporting the development of regional areas

Melbourne functions within a wider economic region. In particular areas as far 

as Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo are part of Melbourne’s commuter catchment. 

he project facilitates the development of regional economies by enabling residents 

to work in Melbourne. In Geelong in 2006 11.4% of the region’s workforce (9,200) 

commuted to Melbourne daily with commuters making up 86% of train travellers 

in the peak. Wages earned in Melbourne will result in greater regional expenditure 

and subsequent low on efects to the local regional economy.

Although the local economies of these regional areas are strong, the commuters are 

important for both the regional centres and Melbourne. hey contribute to the local 

economies with their purchasing power. Average salaries in the City of Melbourne are 

about 35% higher than the state (and national) average. Providing a high capacity and 

quality link from regional centres to inner Melbourne will enable those wanting to work 

in inner Melbourne to live in regional centres. Regional economies will beneit from 

these workers’ local expenditure and economic low on efects.

3.2.6	 EconoMic	iMPacts

he signiicant economic beneits from the project need to be contrasted to the 

economic impacts that such a large infrastructure project invariably imposes.

Cost impacts

It is imperative that the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park corridor 

is reserved in the short term, since the costs will be reduced considerably if the 

alignment is reserved and the land acquired early in the planning process. Included 

in the area to be reserved is the footprint to enable the potential extension of Werribee 

suburban services to the Wyndham Vale area. It will be less costly to purchase it now 

than after urban development has occurred. 

In May, the Commonwealth Government conirmed a contribution of $3.2 billion towards 

the project. he balance of the funding for the project will come from the Victorian 

Government in line with the recommendations of the Victorian Transport Plan.
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Summary

he economic beneits from the project are generated by reduced road congestion, 

time savings and reliability improvements for public transport users, reduced 

vehicle operating costs, improved freight networks, enhancing labour supply to key 

employment areas, removing constraints between employment and residential areas 

and supporting development of regional areas.

3.3 NET COmmUNITy BENEFIT

he State Planning Policy Framework requires the integration of policies and balancing 

of conlicting objectives to achieve a net community beneit. he key question to be 

answered is whether this project can be developed to achieve the key social, economic 

and environmental beneits without undue negative impacts on the existing or future 

local communities. As the project has state and regional implications, it is prudent to 

include these in any assessment, taking into account that such wider beneits should not 

overrule any local negative impacts or severely compromise any communities.

Overall, the social, environmental and economic beneits to the local and wider 

community resulting from the reservation of the project link outweigh the negative 

impacts associated with the project. It should be noted that no attempt has been made 

to weight the beneits or impacts, or to place them in any particular order.

TABLE 4: STATE ANd REGIONAL POSITIvE BENEFITS ANd NEGATIvE ImPACTS

Project Positive beneits Project negative impacts

Community

Major	upgrade	to	regional	and	suburban	
railway	networks,	increasing	capacity,	
speed	and	reliability

Enhanced	access	to	high-order	employment,	
education	and	community	facilities

urban	growth	areas	served	by	improved	
public	transport

reduced	household	transport	costs	in	western	
Melbourne	and	geelong

reduced	road	congestion	in	western	Melbourne	
and	between	Melbourne	and	geelong

Enhanced	mobility	for	disadvantaged	
social	groups
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Project Positive beneits Project negative impacts

Environmental 

reduced	vehicle	usage	leading	to	lower	carbon	
emissions	and	air	pollution

impacts	on	lora	and	fauna	recognised	as	being	
of	national	or	state	importance.	impacts	can	be	
mitigated	through	offsets,	more	detailed	design	
and	further	environmental	assessment.	native	
vegetation	offsets	will	facilitate	preservation	of	
large	reserves	of	very	high-value	habitat.

Environmentally	sustainable	development	due	
to	integration	of	land	use	and	transport

impacts	on	aboriginal	and/or	European	
cultural	heritage	values	recognised	as	being	
of	state	importance.	impacts	can	be	mitigated	
through	cultural	heritage	Management	Plan

Economic

reduced	road	congestion	in	Melbourne’s	west cost	of	acquiring	the	railway	corridor

time	savings	and	reliability	improvements	
for	public	transport	users

cost	of	constructing	and	operating	the	railway

Economic	beneits	associated	with	
environmental	and	safety	improvements

reduced	vehicle	operating	costs

improved	freight	networks	in	western	Melbourne	
and	between	Melbourne	and	geelong

beneits	of	agglomeration	and	labour	supply

removing	constraints	between	employment	
and	residential	areas

supporting	development	of	regional	areas

wider	direct	and	indirect	employment	
opportunities	during	construction	of	project

TABLE 5: LOCAL POSITIvE BENEFITS ANd NEGATIvE ImPACTS

Project Positive beneits Project negative impacts

Community

Enhanced	access	to	local	employment,	
education	and	community	facilities

social	disruption	caused	by	property	acquisition.	
can	be	mitigated	through	design	and	
acquisition	process

better	integration	of	land	use	and	transport	
in	growth	areas

disruption	to	social	linkages	and	networks.	
can	be	mitigated	by	grade	separating	all	
future	arterial	road	crossings	as	warranted	
by	surrounding	urban	development

reduced	household	transport	costs	for	
growth	areas

noise	impacts	during	operation.	can	be	
mitigated	through	design	of	corridor	
and	careful	selection	of	future	land	uses	
surrounding	corridor
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Project Positive beneits Project negative impacts

Community

higher	local	household	resilience	to	rising	
energy	prices

temporary	construction	impacts.	
can	be	mitigated	through	construction	
Management	Plan

reduced	road	congestion	in	growth	areas

Enhanced	mobility	for	disadvantaged	
social	groups

More	walking	and	cycling	due	to	integration	with	
land	use	leading	to	healthier	local	communities

better	links	to	local	open	space	networks

Environmental 

reduced	vehicle	usage	leading	to	lower	carbon	
emissions	and	air	pollution

impacts	on	lora	and	fauna	recognised	as	
being	of	local	signiicance.	impacts	can	be	
mitigated	through	offsets,	more	detailed	
design	and	further	environmental	assessment	

Environmentally	sustainable	development	due	
to	integration	of	land	use	and	transport

impacts	on	aboriginal	and/or	European	
cultural	heritage	values	recognised	as	being	
of	local	importance.	impacts	can	be	mitigated	
through	cultural	heritage	Management	Plan

Economic

reduced	road	congestion	in	growth	areas	 negative	impacts	on	local	businesses	during	
construction.	can	be	mitigated	through	
construction	Management	Plan

time	savings	and	reliability	improvements	
for	public	transport	users	

reduced	vehicle	operating	costs	

improved	freight	networks	by	provision	of	rail	
access	to	truganina	intermodal	terminal	and	
reduced	road	congestion	

increased	land	values	and	opportunity	for	
higher-order	uses	around	activity	centres	
based	on	proposed	stations

local	direct	and	indirect	employment	
opportunities	resulting	from	construction

removal	of	constraints	between	growth	areas	
and	employment	areas	in	inner	Melbourne
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4.0 PlAnning POliCY ASSESSmEnT

4.1 STATE PLANNING POLICy FRAmEwORK

“Growth and redevelopment of settlements should be planned in a manner that 

allows for the logical and eicient provision and maintenance of infrastructure, 

including the setting aside of land for the construction of future transport routes” 

(State Planning Policy Framework, Clause 11.03-4 Infrastructure).

he project supports a number of policy objectives in the State Planning Policy 

Framework. It should be noted that most of the alignment is outside the existing Urban 

Growth Boundary, and accordingly the Framework may be updated to relect the 

updated Urban Growth Boundary, once it is inalised. Despite this, the Regional Rail 

Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park generally supports the following relevant clauses:

Clause 12 – Metropolitan Development

Clause 12 incorporates the intentions and directions of Melbourne 2030 into the State 

Planning Policy Framework. he objectives of this clause are:

To facilitate sustainable development that takes full advantage of existing  >

settlement patterns, and investment in transport and communication, 

water and sewerage and social facilities.

To locate metropolitan growth close to transport corridors and services  >

and provide eicient and efective infrastructure to create beneits for 

sustainability while protecting primary production, major sources of raw 

materials and valued environmental areas.

To develop Metropolitan Melbourne and the surrounding regional cites as  >

a network of cities to provide a choice of places to live, set up business and 

ind a job. 

To create a strong and innovative economy. >

To create urban environments that are of better quality, safer and more  >

functional, provide more open space and an easily recognisable sense of place 

and cultural identity.

To create a more sustainable transport system by integrating land-use  >

and transport.

he alignment of the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park proposes 

(where possible) to integrate future stations with the location of existing and proposed 

activity centres in order to achieve maximum community and economic beneits. here 

are several opportunities to integrate new train stations with new Activity Centres. 
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Reserving land for the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park provides the 

opportunity to plan for metropolitan urban growth in close proximity to a rail corridor 

and simultaneously meets the policy objective of improving links between metropolitan 

Melbourne and regional cities.

here are several extractive industries located in the vicinity of the Regional Rail Link 

– West of Werribee to Deer Park. he alignment chosen will not impact on these 

signiicant resources.

Clause 15 – Environment

he objectives of this clause are:

To assist the protection and, where possible, restoration of catchments,  >

waterways, water bodies, groundwater, and the marine environment.

To assist the protection and conservation of biodiversity, including native  >

vegetation retention and provision of habitats for native plants and animals 

and control of pest plants and animals. 

To assist creation of a diverse and integrated network of public open space  >

commensurate with the needs of urban communities and rural areas.

To assist the conservation of places that have natural, environmental,  >

aesthetic, historic, cultural, scientiic or social signiicance or other 

special value important for scientiic and research purposes, as a means of 

understanding our past, as well as maintaining and enhancing Victoria’s image 

and making a contribution to the economic and cultural growth of the State.

he chosen alignment has been designed to avoid major areas of environmental and 

heritage sensitivity. Measures will be put in place to mitigate the impacts associated 

with the environmental impacts created by the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee 

to Deer Park.

he project will cross numerous waterway corridors, including Skeleton Creek, 

Dry Creek, Werribee River, Davis Creek and Lollypop Creek where development, 

except that which does not impact on environmental values, is typically discouraged. 

his development usually includes passive recreation, pedestrian and cycling trails 

and stormwater infrastructure. he design of the corridor avoids and minimises 

impacts on these waterways. he proposed station locations are outside waterway 

and loodprone areas, further supporting the policy objectives.

he project will impact on areas of lora and fauna signiicance, including areas of 

temperate grasslands protected at Commonwealth and State level. In support of 

environmental objectives removal of native vegetation has been avoided where possible 

and appropriate ofsets will be identiied.
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Where possible, the project will avoid harm or minimise harm to Aboriginal cultural 

heritage. his will be addressed as part of a Cultural Heritage Management Plan to be 

prepared in later stages of the project. 

Clause 17 – Economic Development

he objectives of this clause are:

To encourage the concentration of major retail, commercial, administrative,  >

entertainment and cultural developments into activity centres (including 

strip shopping centres) which provide a variety of land uses and are highly 

accessible to the community.

To encourage developments which meet community’s needs for retail,  >

entertainment, oice and other commercial services and provide net 

community beneit in relation to accessibility, eicient infrastructure use and 

the aggregation and sustainability of commercial facilities.

To ensure availability of land for industry and to facilitate the sustainable  >

development and operation of industry and research and development activity.

To identify and protect stone resources accessible to major markets and to  >

provide a consistent planning approval process for extraction in accordance 

with acceptable environmental standards

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park supports opportunities to 

integrate activity with future station locations, making centres more accessible to the 

wider community and economically viable. here are opportunities to connect the 

following existing, planned and proposed centres with proposed rail stations:

Manor Lakes Major Activity Centre >

Rose Grange Major Activity Centre >

Black Forest Rd Neighbourhood Activity Centre >

he project will not adversely impact on the availability of industrial land and will 

actually encourage the further sustainable development of Laverton North/Truganina 

Industrial Area, whilst better linking it with metropolitan, state and national freight 

networks. It also has the potential to provide public transport access for future 

employment precincts. 

here are several quarries located within the study area of the project, the largest 

being Boral Quarry north of Middle Road. he chosen alignment will not afect 

operations of this site.
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Clause 18 – Infrastructure

he objectives of this clause are:

To integrate land use and transport planning around existing and planned  >

declared highways, railways, principal bus routes and tram lines.

Implementation of this objective generally involves:

Transport routes should be located to achieve the greatest overall beneit  >

to the community and with regard to making the best use of existing social, 

cultural and economic infrastructure, minimising impacts on the environment 

and optimising accessibility, safety, emergency access, service and amenity.

New uses or development of land near an existing or proposed transport route  >

should be planned or regulated to avoid detriment to, and where possible 

enhance, the service, safety and amenity desirable for that transport route 

in the short and long terms.

Higher land use densities and mixed use developments should be encouraged  >

near railway stations, major bus terminals, transport interchanges, tramways 

and principal bus routes. 

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park connects two existing railway 

lines, the Melbourne-Ballarat corridor and the Melbourne-Geelong corridor to improve 

services on both railway lines by separating regional trains from suburban trains in 

metropolitan Melbourne. In particular services to and from Geelong will be beneited 

as it is the busiest regional railway service. he project will enhance public transport 

in Melbourne’s outer west, an area with limited public transport services. Reserving 

land for the project will ensure that future communities can be designed around it, 

minimising the amenity impacts on future residents. he provision of railway stations 

co-located with activity centres will encourage higher residential densities, support 

more services and encourage railway patronage and supports the intent of the policy.

Visually, the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will be constructed 

at or near natural surface level, except where watercourse crossings require the railway 

to be elevated. In order to pass under the Deer Park Bypass, the railway will be located 

in a cutting. Another cutting will be located in Wyndham Vale, where the railway shares 

an existing reservation with the proposed Armstrong Road, between Ballan Road and 

Lollypop Creek. he cutting at Wyndham Vale will serve to ensure the visual and noise 

amenity of these areas is maintained. 

he project supports the objective to avoid level crossings with existing and future 

roads, by grade separating all crossings along the corridor, either initially at the opening 

of the railway, or in later stages as urban development dictates.
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4.2 LOCAL PLANNING POLICy FRAmEwORK

he project supports the implementation of the Wyndham and Melton Local Planning 

Policy Frameworks. It should be noted that most of the alignment is outside the existing 

Urban Growth Boundary, and accordingly the Local Planning Policy Framework in 

each Planning Scheme will need to be updated to relect the updated Urban Growth 

Boundary, once it is inalised. Despite this, the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to 

Deer Park generally supports the objectives of the relevant Planning Schemes.

4.2.1	 city	oF	wyndhaM	local	Planning	Policy	FraMEwork

Municipal Strategic Statement 

he Municipal Strategic Statement seeks to encourage transport infrastructure that 

serves the rapidly growing population of Wyndham. Urban development in the 

municipality must enhance liveability of the area and employment growth is encouraged 

to increase the job self-suiciency of the region. 

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park supports the Wyndham 

growth area by providing a sustainable mode of transport for a rapidly growing 

population, reducing car dependency, reducing traic congestion and providing more 

eicient railway services to and from central Melbourne. he project addresses some 

of the key issues identiied for the City of Wyndham, including provision of public 

transport to residential areas and potential areas designated for employment, relieving 

current capacity constraints on the Werribee train line and reducing traic congestion 

on the western and south western metropolitan roads. 

One of the strategies in the Wyndham Municipal Strategic Statement refers to the 

Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park as the ‘major outer area transport link’. 

An indicative alignment for the transport link is illustrated. he transport link is in the 

general vicinity of the proposed Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park 

alignment. Although it is not stated as to whether the transport link is road or rail, this 

indicates that the City of Wyndham has been planning towards a major transport route.

he Municipal Strategic Statement also includes strategies to protect major waterways 

including Skeleton Creek; Werribee River; Lollypop Creek; and Little River. Strategies to 

achieve this include protecting and enhancing the environmental values of waterways 

and ensure developers contribute to cultural protection and management of waterway 

corridors. Where possible, development of the Regional Rail Link within the waterway 

corridors of Skeleton Creek, Werribee River and Lollypop Creek and areas of signiicant 

grasslands will be avoided.
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he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park efectively supports the 

objective of improved public transport serving activity centres and employment areas. 

he project will provide for an eicient and efective public transport network within 

future urban areas, while also improving access in existing urban areas through the 

increase of suburban train services on the Werribee line. Where possible, the Regional 

Rail Link will protect the environmental values within the rail corridor including 

signiicant grasslands and waterways. 

City of Wyndham Local Planning Policies

Clause 22.05 – Activity Centres Policy 

he objectives of this clause are to develop commercial centres that: 

Is planned for well in advance of anticipated urban growth. >

Provides for a range of retail and supporting activities and functions within  >

a deined hierarchy of centres.

Recognises an existing network of centres and projected future centres  >

as population grows.

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park reservation will provide 

certainty for developers when planning local and regional activity centres and areas of 

future population growth. he project will create opportunities for integrated activity 

centres with train stations, making them more accessible to the wider community.

Clause 22.12 – Heritage Conservation Policy 

To recognise, conserve and enhance places in Wyndham identiied as having  >

architectural, cultural, natural or historic signiicance.

To encourage the retention of cultural heritage places and ensure that these  >

places are recognised and accorded appropriate protection.

here are several sites with cultural heritage sensitivities on the alignment and within 

the rail corridor. Where possible, the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park 

will avoid harm or minimise harm to Aboriginal cultural heritage. It is expected that 

these will be addressed in a Cultural Heritage Management Plan.
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4.2.2	 shirE	oF	MElton	local	Planning	Policy	FraMEwork

Municipal Strategic Statement 

he Planning Vision for the municipality is based on a vision prepared in 1997 with 

an outlook to the year 2015. he 2015 vision for the Shire is:

he Council believes that the Shire should develop as two residential 

communities supported by small villages (with constrained boundaries) all of 

which are surrounded and supported by non-urban land which fulils a variety 

of agricultural, environmental, visual and tourist functions which Council is 

invigorating through innovative practices and environmental incentives.

he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will form part of an eicient 

and integrated transport system and will provide the necessary infrastructure to 

support both existing and future communities. Its designation and provision will assist 

in building sustainable residential communities, employment areas and economic 

prosperity within Melton and wider western region. he protection of valued 

environmental, historical and cultural places and areas has been considered and 

addressed when determining the most appropriate alignment. he Regional Rail Link – 

West of Werribee to Deer Park alignment will not afect the signiicant environmental 

qualities of Mt Cottrell. 

he Melton Municipal Strategic Statement includes a number of location-speciic 

strategies. he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park is partly located 

in the Mt. Cottrell and Mt. Atkinson Plains geographic area – south of the Western 

Highway and east of the municipal border. he Municipal Strategic Statement states:

Like most of the Shire, this area has signiicant stone resources, and a number of 

quarries are planned, active or dormant. Unlike the land unit to the north, this 

area is very sparsely populated. With the exception of a few arterial roads, this 

area has little in the way of infrastructure, other than a network of unmade roads 

and electricity and telephone lines.

Key strategies outlined in the statement relevant to the project include :

Discourage sensitive land uses from establishing in proximity to the Boral and  >

Excel Quarry.

Protect the volcanic cones from visually intrusive developments. >

Ensure that any future use or development of land does not detrimentally  >

impact upon the Skeleton Creek and Werribee River.
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he alignment of the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park has 

considered the location of the Boral Quarry and worked towards an option which 

will not afect the future operations of the quarry.

Shire of Melton Local Planning Policies

Clause 22.02 – A Sustainable Environment Policy

To retain and integrate natural systems and features into development. >

To preserve and protect existing vegetation, wetlands, creeks and grasslands  >

and encourage there incorporation into development designs.

To encourage the creation of linear open spaces along creeks and drainage lines. >

To encourage the use of overland low paths and retarding basins to control  >

storm water run-of and to improve water quality.

he policy aims to protect areas of environmental signiicance including natural systems, 

vegetation, wetlands, creeks and grasslands, and exploring opportunities for linear open 

space networks. Whilst the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park alignment 

will have an impact on areas of natural signiicance, measures will be undertaken to 

mitigate impacts. he alignment will not impact upon the environmentally signiicant 

areas of Mt Cottrell. Potential beneits of the alignment will be the development of linear 

open space linkages which is in keeping with the local policy direction.

Clause 22.04 – Urban Development Policy

To ensure that all development proceeds in an orderly and timely manner  >

which enables the eicient provision of community facilities and services.

To provide appropriate infrastructure assets for the Shire. >

To encourage and facilitate orderly, incremental, outward growth of the urban  >

fringe in the environs of the Melton township. 

he policy aims to ensure development proceeds in an orderly and timely manner and 

is serviced by infrastructure. he reservation and development of the Regional Rail 

Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park will be able to service existing urban areas but 

importantly will be available to service any future areas of urban development adjacent 

to the rail corridor – bringing substantial beneits and creating more sustainable urban 

development.
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5.0 FuRThER STEPS

5.1 COmmONwEALTh APPROvALS

In April 2009 the Victorian Government entered into an agreement with the 

Commonwealth under section 146 of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 

Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999 to conduct a strategic assessment of the integrated 

package of proposed actions comprising the: 

expansion of Melbourne’s Urban Growth Boundary; >

construction of the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park; >

construction of the Outer Metropolitan Ring Transport Corridor; and  >

protection of rare and endangered grasslands under the provisions of the  >

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999.

he Commonwealth Minister’s decision is anticipated to set out conditions for these 

future developments, such as the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park.

he request relates to the possible impacts of the proposed actions, on Matters of National 

Environmental Signiicance, which are protected under the EPBC Act. Relevant matters are 

listed threatened species and communities, listed migratory species and Ramsar Wetlands.

he Minister for the Environment, Heritage and the Arts is anticipated to release his 

decision on the Strategic Assessment by mid 2009.

5.2 STATE APPROvALS

5.2.1	 EnvironMEnt	EFFEcts	statEMEnt

he Environment Efects Act 1978 applies to works ‘reasonably considered to have or 

be capable of having a signiicant efect on the environment’.

he Department of Transport has made a referral to the Minister for Planning for 

a determination as to whether an Environment Efects Statement process should be 

followed for the reservation of land for and later construction of the Regional Rail Link 

– West of Werribee to Deer Park.

he options available to the Minister for Planning are:

Determine that an Environment Efects Statement is required. >

Determine that an Environment Efects Statement is not required. >

Determine that an Environment Efects Statement is not required,  >

subject to certain conditions.

It is anticipated that the Minister for Planning will make a decision on the Environment 

Efects Statement referral by mid 2009.
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5.2.2	 Planning	schEME	aMEndMEnt

A Planning Scheme Amendment will be required to ensure the reservation for the project 

is secured. he most efective planning instrument to do this would be the application of 

a Public Acquisition Overlay into the Melton and Wyndham Planning Schemes.

A Public Acquisition Overlay would act as a trigger to ensure that any development 

proposal considered within the reservation area is assessed having regard to the future 

impact on the delivery of the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park. 

It would allow for the operational dimensions of the project including stations, train 

stabling facilities and grade separations.

A Public Acquisition Overlay would assist future urban growth areas by providing 

certainty for land use planning outcomes and help facilitate land use development in 

the Wyndham and Melton urban growth areas that is integrated with public transport 

infrastructure and produce a range of social, economic and environmental beneits. 

he Public Acquisition Overlay would secure the alignment and allow the achievement 

of broader and longer term social, economic and environmental goals to be achieved.
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AlignmEnT SElECTiOn OvERviEW
his appendix provides more details of the specialist investigations into the alignment 

options considered.

SCOPE OF WORk FOR AlignmEnT SElECTiOn

he selection process to determine the alignment for the Regional Rail Link – West of 

Werribee to Deer Park was:

Phase 1: Route Concepts.

his involved identifying a broad range of options considering engineering constraints 

and beneits. 

he identiied options were short-listed to those with the greatest potential to meet 

project objectives and included ive options north of Leakes Road and six options south 

of Leakes Road.

Phase 2: Concept Alignments

hese options were then assessed against the future land use planning needs. his reduced 

the number of options to four north of Leakes Road and three south of Leakes Road. 

Phase 3: Specialist Investigations 

Twelve specialist investigations then reviewed these Concept Alignments to assess their 

suitability against a range of assessment criteria. 

Assessments from the specialist investigations were presented to an alignment 

selection workshop. 

he engineering investigation deemed the N1 and N1B concept alignments incapable 

of meeting the operational plan and a reinement of option N1 was presented: N1 – 

HAL02. Agreement was reached that four of the specialist areas of investigation would 

be the signiicant factor to determine the preferred alignment option. he outcome of 

the alignment selection workshop was for specialist investigations to be undertaken on 

option N1 – HAL02. 

he social impacts associated with option N1 – HAL02 were deemed unacceptable. 

A further reinement of the option to best meet the project assessment criteria 

produced N1 – HAL02A. 

Provided appropriate mitigation measures are in place, the specialist investigations 

identiied the impacts from N1 – HAL02A are not detrimental to the development 

of the project.

APPEnDix A
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COnCluSiOn

With the advice and input of a Project Reference Group, the Department of Transport 

has determined N1 – HAL02A as the preferred alignment option.

he alignment option N1 – HAL02A has the greatest potential to meet the overall 

project objective: “to reserve land for a high quality transit corridor servicing 

Melbourne’s and Victoria’s west”.

SElECTiOn PROCESS 

he process allows for progressively more detailed investigations as the overall route 

and design of the project emerges. he selection process to determine the preferred 

option involved a three-phase process.

Phase 1 >  through engineering constraints and beneits a broad range of route 

concepts were identiied and short-listed to the options with the greatest 

potential to meet the overall project objectives. Five options north of Leakes 

Road and 6 options south of Leaks Road were progressed to Phase 2. 

Phase 2 >  the short-listed options were further assessed against the future land 

use planning objectives to determine the concept alignments suitable for 

further investigation. Twelve areas of specialist investigation were undertaken 

for the remaining options, the indings were presented at a workshop and the 

inal alignment selection determined by the reinement of concept alignments 

to best meet the project assessment criteria. 

Phase 3 >  is a fuller assessment on the preferred alignment encapsulated in the 

Strategic Assessment of the project.

ASSESSmEnT CRiTERiA

he methodology employed to assess the concept alignments used an Objective Based 

Evaluation Model (OBEM). he OBEM is a performance-based approach rather than 

a comparative approach which does not rank the options but instead assesses the overall 

performance of each option against a range of planning objectives. Under each planning 

objective a set of measurable assessment criteria were set out by technical specialists 

to relect best practice within that discipline area. he OBEM provides objective and 

measurable criteria for assessment, a policy focus to options assessment and avoids 

confusion about weightings and rankings found in other methodologies.
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PhASE 1: ROuTE COnCEPTS
At the time of the Route Concept study in mid-2008, an Operational Plan and a 

Functional Speciication for the project did not exist. he investigation and alignment 

design was therefore based on notional operational requirements with the potential for 

the corridor to include regional passenger, suburban passenger and freight trains.

A site inspection of the area and a desktop review were undertaken to identify a broad 

range of route concepts. At this stage of the concept development, engineers identiied 

a series of alignments with a high level consideration of various passenger and freight 

operations and rolling stock requirements proposed for this link.

he identiication of potential transit corridor routes was primarily based upon 

Department of Transport PASS Low Resolution Aerial Photography and development 

of concept alignments was veriied through site inspection of the identiied routes. 

Figure 6 shows the options identiied from this phase.

he following high-level criteria were used to identify the potential routes, investigate 

potential constraints and assess concept alignments:

item Design Criteria

rail	standards vriogs	>

rFr	target	Parameters	>

Former	Ptc	heavy	rail	design	standard	>

suitability	of	alignments	for	passenger	and	freight	trafic	>

operations consideration	of:	>

regional	Passenger	services –

Metropolitan	Passenger	services –

Freight	services –

line	speed Minimum	v160km/h	where	possible	>

Minimum	v80km/h	where	high	speed	not	practical	>

rail	conigurations 2	x	broad	gauge	non	–	Electriied	tracks	>

2	x	broad	gauge	Electriied	tracks	>

identiication	of	potential	train	stabling	and	maintenance	sites	>

rail	Junction	identiication consideration	of:	>

ballarat	corridor	connection –

geelong	corridor	connection –

Metro	connection	to	werribee	line –

Freight	connection	to	intermodal	terminal –
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item Design Criteria

constraint	identiication Planning	Zone	and	biodiversity	index	>

boral	resources	site	>

truganina	cemetery	>

key	service	installations	>

key	physical	features	including:	>

dificult/mountainous/undulating	terrain –

watercourses –

lood	plains –

Existing	residential	developments	>

Existing	high-value	agricultural	development	>

Proposed	residential/commercial/retail	developments	>

FIGURE 6: OPTIONS dEvELOPmENT
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he further reinement of these route concepts involved a high level engineering 

assessment to identify alignments avoiding:

existing residential properties; >

future developments;  >

the location of major installations including a gas installations; and >

extractive industries.  >

hese alignments were divided into those north and south of Leakes Road with optional 

connections to the existing rail lines at each end. he now termed north and south 

alignments, provided lexibility to provide alternative connectivity across Leakes Road 

and several alternative potential easements between the Geelong and Ballarat Rail 

Corridors. All alignment options provided for ultimate development of four tracks. 

From this process the following options described in the table below were selected as 

the Route Concepts. Figure 7 maps the location of the Route Concepts. 

Options S1, S4 and S5 forming the southern section of the project is more constrained 

geographically than the northern section comprising of alignments N1, N1A, N1B, N2 

and N3. he northern section is much less constrained geographically with a number of 

alternative routes ofered to link the corridor from Leakes Road to the existing Ballarat 

Rail Corridor.

DESCRiPTiOn OF ROuTE COnCEPTS

north of leakes Road

Option n1 leaves	the	Melbourne-ballarat	railway	west	of	robinsons	road,		>
deer	Park	and	travels	south	in	the	vicinity	of	riding	boundary	road	
to	parallel	christies	road	before	turning	west	parallel	to	leakes	
road,	before	terminating	at	davis	road,	tarneit.

Option n1A leaves	the	Melbourne-ballarat	railway	west	of	christies	road	before		>
turning	south	and	joining	option	n1	east	of	christies	road	and	north	
of	riding	boundary	road.	the	connection	option	provides	access	for	
trains	from	deer	Park	to	wyndham	vale	and	vice	versa.

Option n1b leaves	option	n1	at	Middle	road	ravenhall	to	travel	between	option		>
n1	and	n2	before	rejoining	option	n1	at	derrimut	road	tarneit.

Option n2 leaves	the	Melbourne-ballarat	railway	west	of	christies	road,	deer		>
Park	and	turns	south	to	parallel	hopkins/derrimut	road	before	heading	
west	to	parallel	leakes	road	and	terminating	at	davis	road,	tarneit.

Option n3 leaves	the	Melbourne-ballarat	railway	west	of	christies	road,		>
deer	Park	and	turns	south	near	hopkins/derrimut	road	before	
turning	west	to	parallel	Middle	road.	the	option	turns	south	to	parallel	
downing	road,	chartwell	before	terminating	at	leakes	road,	tarneit.
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South of leakes Road

Option S1 begins	at	davis	road,	tarneit	and	travels	south-west	to	cross	the		>
werribee	river	in	the	vicinity	of	hobbs	road	before	turning	south	to	
travel	along	the	armstrong	road	corridor	through	wyndham	vale.	
terminates	south	of	black	Forest	road,	wyndham	vale	where	it	joins	
option	s2

Option S2 begins	at	davis	road,	tarneit	to	parallel	leakes	road	(to	its	north)		>
before	turning	south	over	the	werribee	river	in	the	vicinity	of	
westbrook	homestead	road.	option	travels	southward	roughly	
parallel	to	armstrong	road	at	a	distance	of	approximately	1km,	
including	joining	option	s3	for	a	distance	of	approximately	1km.	the	
option	then	swings	east	to	join	option	s1	south	of	black	Forest	road,	
wyndham	vale	whereupon	the	option	terminates.

Option S3 begins	at	leakes	road,	tarneit	where	the	option	moves	from		>
paralleling	leakes	road	westward	to	swinging	south	and	crossing	
the	werribee	river	in	the	vicinity	of	spring	Plains	road.	option	travels	
southward	generally	1.5km	to	the	west	of	armstrong	rd	before	
terminating	south	of	bulbans	road,	wyndham	vale	where	it	joins	
connection	option	s6.

Southern Connections to geelong Rail Corridor

Option Connection S4 leaves	connection	option	s5	north	of	bulbans	road	in	a	north-easterly		>
direction	to	join	the	existing	Melbourne-geelong	railway	south	of	
bulbans	road,	werribee	in	the	vicinity	of	bulbans	road.	

the	connection	option	provides	direct	access	for	trains	from		>
wyndham	vale	to	werribee	and	vice	versa.

Option Connection S5 begins	south	of	black	Forest	road,	wyndham	vale	before	turning		>
south-west	to	join	the	existing	Melbourne-geelong	railway	south	of	
bulbans	road,	werribee.	the	option	would	join	in	the	vicinity	of	Manor	
on	the	existing	railway.

Option Connection S4 the	connection	option	provides	direct	access	for	trains	from		>
wyndham	vale	to	geelong	and	vice	versa.

Option Connection S6 leaves	connection	option	s5	north	of	bulbans	road,	travelling	in	a		>
south-westerly	direction	to	parallel	the	existing	Melbourne-geelong	
railway	at	a	distance	of	approximately	500m.	the	option	then	swings	
south	to	join	the	existing	Melbourne-	geelong	railway	north-east	of	
newton	road,	little	river.	

the	connection	option	provides	direct	access	for	trains	from		>
wyndham	vale	to	geelong	and	vice	versa	and	makes	space	between	
it	and	the	existing	Melbourne-geelong	railway	for	potential	train	
stabling	and	maintenance	facilities	accessible	to	the	werribee	and	
tarneit	lines.

Option Connection S7 leaves	options	s2	and	s3	north	of	greens	road,	travelling	south		>
to	meet	option	connection	s6.	

the	connection	option	provides	direct	access	for	trains	from		>
wyndham	vale	to	geelong	and	vice	versa.
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FIGURE 7: ROUTE CONCEPTS 

Regional Rail Link 
West of Werribee to Deer Park
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It was recognised that the concept alignments required further development 

in consideration of engineering requirements, including:

horizontal alignment and easement width to provide for all railway  >

infrastructure including cut and ill batters; and

the vertical alignment to determine potential grade separations, major  >

waterway crossings and minimising the impact on loodplains. 

PhASE 2: COnCEPT AlignmEnTS 
he short-listed route concepts from Phase 1 were assessed against the overall project 

objective: “to reserve land for a high quality transit corridor servicing Melbourne’s and 

Victoria’s west”. To ensure the best integration of the corridor with land use objectives, the 

route concepts were assessed against existing and likely proposed land uses in the vicinity. 

Speciically, the assessment criteria included: 

Land proposed for release for future urban development as part of the Urban  >

Growth Boundary investigation being undertaken;

he proximity to existing or proposed Activity Centres; and  >

he ability of the proposed alignments to support a population catchment  >

within two kilometres of a potential station location. 

Table 6 summarises the assessment of the short-listed options against these preliminary 

criteria of the route concepts. Options S2, S3, S6, S7 and N3 were considered unsuitable. 

Table 7 lists the alignments to be carried forward for further investigation and Figure 8 

maps these concept alignments.

TABLE 6: ASSESSmENT OF ThE ROUTE OPTIONS FOR FURThER INvESTIGATION

Existing land uses Proposed land uses Opportunity to 
establish a 2km 
catchment around 
a potential station

Suitability 
for further 
investigation

northern Alignments

n1 residential	

business

industrial

Mining

institutional

green	wedge

Farming	&	rural	
residential

dPcd	is	investigating	
the	expansion	of	
the	ugb	–	to	the	
west	of	christies	
road	and	north	of	
leakes	road.

Potential	for	
expansion	of	mining	
licences.

Protection	of	green	
wedge	values.

based	on	the	
assumption	that	
the	ugb	will	be	
expanded,	there	
is	suficient	land	
to	establish	a	2km	
catchment.

n1	is	suitable	
for	further	
investigation.
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Existing land uses Proposed land uses Opportunity to 
establish a 2km 
catchment around 
a potential station

Suitability 
for further 
investigation

northern Alignments

n1a as	above

the	route	cuts	
through	mining	
licence	areas.

as	above as	above n1a	is	a	variation	
on	n1.	it	is	
suitable	for	further	
investigation,	but	it	
is	noted	that	this	
option	may	be	
constrained	by	the	
mining	licence.

n1b as	above as	above as	above. n1b	is	a	variation	
on	n1.	it	is	
suitable	for	further	
investigation.

n2 as	above

the	route	cuts	
through	mining	
licence	areas.

as	above based	on	the	
assumption	that	
the	ugb	will	be	
expanded,	there	
is	suficient	land	
to	establish	a	2km	
catchment.	however	
there	are	likely	
to	be	signiicant	
environmental	
constraints	as	
outlined	in	previous	
investigations	into	
the	study	area,	
which	will	limit	
the	full	westerly	
expansion	of	the	
investigation	areas.

n2	is	suitable	
for	further	
investigation,	
but	it	is	noted	that	
this	option	may	
be	constrained	
by	environmental	
values	and	the	
mining	licence.

n3 as	above

the	route	cuts	
through	mining	
licence	areas.

as	above a	signiicant	
proportion	of	the	
route	is	outside	of	the	
ugb	investigations	
areas,	thus	the	
opportunity	for	a	2km	
catchment	is	unlikely	
to	be	achieved.

n3	is	not	suitable	
for	further	
investigation.
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Existing land uses Proposed land uses Opportunity to 
establish a 2km 
catchment around 
a potential station

Suitability 
for further 
investigation

Southern Alignments

s1 residential	

business

green	wedge

Farming	&	rural	
residential

some	land	is	
already	earmarked	
for	future	urban	
development.

dPcd	is	investigating	
the	expansion	of	the	
ugb	–	to	the	west	of	
davis	road	and	north	
of	werribee-bacchus	
Marsh	road,	and	to	
the	west	of	black	
Forest	road	up	to	
newtons	road.	

based	on	the	
assumption	that	
the	ugb	will	be	
expanded,	there	
is	suficient	land	
to	establish	a	2km	
catchment.

s1	is	suitable	
for	further	
investigation.

s2 as	above as	above based	on	the	
assumption	that	
the	ugb	will	be	
expanded,	there	
is	suficient	land	
to	establish	a	
2km	catchment.	
however,	s2	negates	
the	opportunity	to	
connect	with	the	
Manor	lakes	Major	
activity	centre.

s2	is	not	suitable	
for	further	
investigation.

s3 as	above	and	
Mining

as	above Even	if	the	ugb	was	
to	be	expanded,	
there	is	insuficient	
land	to	establish	
a	2km	catchment.

s3	is	not	suitable	
for	further	
investigation.

s4 as	above as	above s4	provides	an	
opportunity	to	
extend	the	werribee	
PPtn	line	up	to	
Manor	lakes	Major	
activity	centre.

s4	is	suitable	
for	further	
investigation.

s5 as	above,	Mining	
and	Public	uses

as	above s5	provides	the	
connection	to	
the	geelong	rail	
corridor.

s5	is	suitable	
for	further	
investigation.
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TABLE 7: CONCEPT ALIGNmENTS FOR FURThER INvESTIGATION

Routes Suitable for further investigation 
(Concept Alignments) 

Routes not Suitable for further investigation

n1

n1a

n1b

n2

s1

s4

s5

n3

s2

s3

s6

s7

Existing land uses Proposed land uses Opportunity to 
establish a 2km 
catchment around 
a potential station

Suitability 
for further 
investigation

Southern Alignments

s6 as	above	and	
Mining

as	above s6	was	investigated	
as	an	option	to	
support	train	
stabling	in	this	
location.	stabling	
in	this	location	is	
no	longer	being	
pursued.	Even	if	
the	ugb	was	to	be	
expanded	in	this	
location,	there	is	
insuficient	land	
to	establish	a	2km	
catchment.

s6	is	not	suitable	
for	further	
investigation.

s7 as	above	and	
Mining

as	above whilst	the	expansion	
of	the	ugb	may	
provide	suficient	
land	to	establish	a	
2km	catchment,	this	
route	is	dependant	
on	connections	to	
s2	and	s3	which	
have	already	
been	identiied	
as	unsuitable	
for	further	
investigation.

s7	is	not	suitable	
for	further	
investigation.
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FIGURE 8: mAP OF ThE CONCEPT ALIGNmENTS 

Regional Rail Link 
West of Werribee to Deer Park
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6.0 PhASE 2: SPECiAliST invESTigATiOnS
Following inalisation of the concept alignments, consultants were engaged in various 

specialist areas to undertake assessment on the concept alignments as shown in 

Figure 7. Each consultant was provided with the planning objectives and assessment 

criteria against which they assessed each of the concept alignments. his was completed 

using the assessment evaluation criteria key shown below in Table 8.

TABLE 8: ASSESSmENT EvALUATION RATING KEy

Meets	objective	very	well

Meets	objective	well

Meets	objective	moderately	well

Meets	objective	poorly

Meets	objective	very	poorly

other dns	–	did	not	study

ytd	–	yet	to	be	determined

n/a	–	not	applicable

he specialist indings and the tabulated assessment using the evaluation criteria 

is presented below. 

6.1 ENGINEERING dESIGN 

Preliminary engineering assessment on each of the study options N1 to S5 determined 

that the northern alignment options N1 and N1B each failed to meet the functional 

requirements for maximum line speed and travel times for regional passenger services. 

Importantly options N1 and N1B failed to integrate with the existing and future Ballarat 

Rail Corridor in the vicinity of Robinsons Road at Deer Park. However, reinements of 

these alignment options were prepared in case further investigation would be required. 

Alignment option N2 met the functional requirements for line speed. It was also 

recognised that for the northern alignment options N1 and N1B to meet the functional 

requirements, realignment would extend outside of the project study area in each case.
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TABLE 9: ENGINEERING ASSESSmENT

Assessment Criteria Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

Ensure	engineering	standards	for	
gradients,	curves,	all	clearances,	
maintenance	access,	crest	walls,	
embankments	and	retaining	walls

dns

Ensure	that	engineering	standards	
for	drainage	are	applied

dns

Ensure	that	drainage	of	the	tracks	
have	been	considered	in	the	design

dns

Ensure	that	rail/road	grade	
separation	is	incorporated

dns

Ensure	footprint	of	the	design	
doesn’t	exceed	the	75m	study	area	
boundary	along	the	entire	corridor

dns

6.2 TRANSPORT PLANNING

For the transport planning and land use planning assessment a rail section cannot be 

assessed in isolation, therefore combinations of alignment concepts were formed to 

create a complete rail corridor. For practical reasons, such as the feasibility and ability 

to compare options, the combinations were limited to a range of four combined options 

that represented plausible transport and land use scenarios. he combination options 

were limited by the alignment selection, number of stations and the land use potential. 

All of the proposed northern rail alignments (N1, N1B, N2) were expected to provide 

major beneits to passenger capacity and service reliability for both metro trains on 

the Werribee line as well as V/Line services on the Geelong line. Journey times for 

residents living in the northern parts of Wyndham City Council were also expected to 

be signiicantly lower whilst journey times for passengers using Geelong express trains 

(known as Flagship services) did not change. 

Stations must be located close to existing and proposed activity centres with convenient 

access to road and bus networks. For alignments N1 and N1B at Rose Grange, a station 

would be within convenient distance of the proposed activity centre, to optimise train 

and bus transport access. Alignment N2 was considered less suitable as the station 

would not link well with the proposed Rose Grange activity centre. Alignment N1 

is closer than N2 to existing industrial areas for an intermodal freight terminal. N2 

was rated lowest as it was considered to be too far away from industrial areas. 
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For the road network, all proposed rail alignments would reduce road traic throughout 

Wyndham City Council (especially southern areas). A regional reduction in demand on 

major arterial roads and freeways would also be experienced. For all alignments, grade 

separations of the proposed rail line would need to be built at arterial road crossings 

where signiicant traic volumes were observed. Some of these could be deferred until 

the surrounding land is developed. 

Alignment N2 was expected to require a lower number of grade separations in the 

initial construction stage as well as long term due to its location further away from 

existing developed land uses, compared to the other alignments. For the bus network, 

hubs would be located at the major activity centres and their associated stations for 

all alignments, providing good connectivity for both facilities. he exception was at 

Rose Grange for alignment N2, mentioned above. Overall, the Transport Planning 

Assessment recommended either alignment N1 or N1B.

TABLE 10: TRANSPORT PLANNING ASSESSmENT

Assessment Criteria Combined Option 1

(Residential, n1b, 
S1, S4, S5)

Combined Option 2 

(industrial, n1, S1, 
S4, S5)

Combined Option 3 

(hybrid, n2, S1, 
S4, S5)

Passenger	capacity	–	werribee	line

Passenger	capacity	–	geelong	line

geelong	express	travel	time

geelong	to	werribee	line	connectivity

total	travel	time	from	wyndham	
vale/tarneit	areas

service	reliability,	suburban	and	
regional	lines

accessibility	to	local	rail	service

Public	transport	mode	share

stabling	and	maintenance

Personal	safety	of	passengers

Enabler	for	intermodal	freight	
terminal

impact	on	present	arterial	road	
connectivity

impact	on	future	arterial	road	
connectivity

directness
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6.3 LANd USE PLANNING 

As discussed above, the land use planning and transport planning assessments were 

based on feasible combinations of route options, station locations and land use 

scenarios in order to practically cover the assessment. 

Option N1 provided the greatest consistency with relevant land use planning policies, 

strategies and plans. In terms of integration with the existing activity centres, Alignment 

N1 and N1B are preferred as they maximised the connection with Rose Grange. he N2 

Alignment would compromise the proposed future role of Rose Grange in the activity 

centres hierarchy and prevent the development of a Major Activity Centre. N1 would 

also maximise future urban growth opportunities providing lexible options for both 

future residential or industrial land uses. Alignments N1B and N2 would preclude an 

Intermodal Freight Terminal and potentially restrict industrial growth. 

In terms of land uses conlicts and severances the N1 and N1B alignment options 

minimised the potential impacts to key industry, business and residential land uses. 

N2 is less preferred as it cuts through the Boral Quarry in Ravenhall, compromising the 

signiicance of the extractive industry resource, which is given higher priority in state 

planning compared to residential and business uses.

Assessment Criteria Combined Option 1

(Residential, n1b, 
S1, S4, S5)

Combined Option 2 

(industrial, n1, S1, 
S4, S5)

Combined Option 3 

(hybrid, n2, S1, 
S4, S5)

road	congestion	reduction	
on	existing	arterials

congestion	reduction	at	existing	
station	car	parks

bus	route	coverage

bus	network	connectivity

bus	integration	with	rail	stations

bus	integration	with	land	uses

bus	route	directness

Eficiency	of	bike	network

Eficiency	of	walking	network

integration	with	land	use	scenario	
(residential)

integration	with	land	use	scenario	
(hybrid)

integration	with	land	use	scenario	
(industrial)
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Overall, the Land Use Assessment recommended alignment option N1; especially in 

conjunction with a hybrid land use combining both industrial and residential expansion. 

he consultants assessed the land use planning against: 

the existing Urban Growth Boundary, refer to Table 11; and >

future land use scenarios for residential, industrial and a combined approach  >

to future land develop around the UGB investigation areas, refer to Table 12 

he assessment against the existing Urban Growth Boundary shows a poor ability 

across all alignment options to meet the assessment criteria; particularly in integrating 

stations with Activity Centres and hence maximising development opportunities. 

Refer to Table 11 for the assessment. 

TABLE 11: LANd USE PLANNING ASSESSmENT: ExISTING UGB

Assessment Criteria Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

consistency	with	state	and	local	
Planning	Policy	Frameworks

consistency	with	other	relevant	land	
use	policies

ability	for	stations	to	be	integrated	
with	activity	centres

capacity	to	support	interim	land	
uses	at	station	sites

Ensuring	transport	interchanges	
and	car	parks	can	be	integrated	
with	activity	centres

Minimises	potential	conlicts	with	
adjoining	land	uses	

Maximises	potential	beneits	for	
development	of	land	in	vicinity

Potential	for	fragmenting	future	
urban	land	within	the	ugb
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TABLE 12: LANd USE PLANNING ASSESSmENT: FUTURE LANd USE SCENARIOS

Assessment Criteria Combined 
Option 1

(Residential, 
n1b, S1, S4, S5)

Combined 
Option 2 

(industrial, n1, 
S1, S4, S5)

Combined 
Option 3 

(hybrid, n2, S1, 
S4, S5)

Combined 
Option 4 

(hybrid, n1, S1, 
S4, S5)

consistency	with	state	
and	local	Planning	Policy	
Frameworks

consistency	with	other	
relevant	land	use	policies

ability	for	stations	to	be	
integrated	with	activity	
centres

capacity	to	support	
interim	land	uses	at	
station	sites

Ensuring	transport	
interchanges	and	car	
parks	can	be	integrated	
with	activity	centres

Minimises	potential	
conlicts	with	adjoining	
land	uses	

Maximises	potential	
beneits	for	development	
of	land	in	vicinity

Potential	for	fragmenting	
future	urban	land	within	
the	ugb

6.4 FLORA ANd FAUNA 

he presence of Plains Grassland, a Commonwealth and State listed threatened 

ecological community, has been identiied as the most signiicant ecological issue for 

the Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park alignment, although the project 

has sought to avoid the most signiicant areas in the Melton/Wyndham region found 

around Mount Cottrell and west of Wyndham Vale. It was also identiied that several 

species classiied as threatened at State and Commonwealth level have potential to be 

impacted by the proposed alignment.
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A desktop assessment was undertaken prior to the alignment selection workshop. A ield 

assessment relied on data supplied by the Growth Areas Authority and Department of 

Sustainability and Environment as part of their project to map native lora and fauna in 

Melbourne’s growth areas. his data was supplied after the workshop; however it did not 

have an efect on the assessment from the workshop as it was known that areas of native 

vegetation would be encountered regardless of the ‘northern’ alignment option chosen.

Of all the alignments, the impact on the Plains Grassland community is greatest for N2. 

However, the existing land use approved for the Boral Quarry means that much of the 

grassland traversed by N2 has already been approved for development and the net impact 

of N2 could therefore be less than any of the N1 options. he project involves a minor 

area of the remaining extent of Plains Grassland and it was noted ofsetting of any native 

vegetation removed as part of the project is possible for all alignment options.

TABLE 13: FLORA ANd FAUNA ASSESSmENT

Assessment 
Criteria

Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

Minimise	impacts	
on	signiicant	
Evc’s	(ha)

yet	to	be	
determined

runs	
through	
ravenhall	
grasslands

ytd

May	run	
through	
reserve	
at	boral	
quarry	site

ytd ytd

boral	
quarry	
site	likely	
to	be	a	
good	offset	
location

ytd ytd ytd

impacts	on	lora	
and	fauna	species	
listed	under	FFg	
act	and	EPbc	act

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

impacts	on	
ramsar	wetlands	
or	national	Park	
estates

yes

ravenhall	
grasslands

no no no no no no

ability	to	meet	net	
gain	requirements	
under	Native 
Vegetation 
Management 
Framework

yes

area	yet	
to	be	
determined

yes

ytd

yes

ytd

yes

ytd

yes

ytd

yes

ytd

yes

ytd
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6.5 hydROLOGy 

he measure of potential impacts on river health, riparian zones, surface water quality and 

stream lows is closely related to the number of watercourses that are being crossed, hence 

less optimal scores result from more waterway crossings. However, it is recognised that all 

options require a number of waterway crossings to get from Deer Park to West of Werribee.

Of the northern alignments, N1B was the preferred alignment as it crossed the least 

number of waterways and had the lowest Aggregate Potential Impacts on Waterway 

and Floodplain Function Score. Alignment Option N1A has fewer waterway crossings 

however it is provides an alternative connection to the existing Ballarat railway for 

alignment options N1 and N1B. N2 and N1 both crossed one more waterway of 

ecological value, thereby increasing their impacts.

he S1 alignment intersected a proposed Melbourne Water retarding basin on Davis 

Creek which created further engineering considerations for safety. he major risk in 

terms of impacts on looding lies where S4 runs along the northern side of the existing 

Melbourne-Geelong Rail over Lollypop Creek. Advice from Melbourne Water is that 

the existing rail line, even following upgrading as part of the Regional Fast Rail project, 

is overtopped by the 100-year ARI event for a length of approximately 500 m in the 

Browns Rd/McGrath Rd area. his area is subject to major inundation both upstream 

and downstream and it is important any future works consider the existing looding 

issues of the Princes Freeway, Western Treatment Plant and other afected properties 

both upstream and downstream. he Regional Rail Link – West of Werribee to Deer Park 

will need to be designed such that lood storage and conveyance are not afected in the 

looded area (approx 2km of the alignment), as an increase in lood levels would not 

be acceptable. While some level of looding is common to all options on the southern 

alignments; engineering solutions are capable of mitigating these risks.
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TABLE 14: hydROLOGICAL ASSESSmENT

Assessment 
Criteria

Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

number	of	
crossings	of	
waterways	of	
ecological	value

6	
crossings

1	
crossing

2	
crossings

6	
crossings

7	
crossings

2	
crossings

2	
crossings

Minimise	
potential	
impacts	on	river	
health	values,	
riparian	zones,	
surface	water	
quality	and	
stream	lows

score	of	
71

score	of	
12

score	of	
19

score	of	
62

score	of	
70

score	of	
23

score	of	
29

capacity	of	
design	to	ensure	
that	where	
adjacent	land	
is	subject	to	
inundation	that	
existing	lood	
levels	are	not	
increased.

capacity	of	
design	to	ensure	
that	adjoining	
land	not	subject	
to	looding	
remains	lood	
free,	where	
appropriate

6.6 GEOTEChNICAL 

he geological conditions are consistent across the entire length of the proposed 

alignment options. he exception is the Werribee River crossing, where there is limited 

information available and will require further investigation. In general, the subsurface 

proile comprises an upper layer of residual highly reactive clay soils with frequent 

gravel to boulder sized basalt corestones/loaters overlying highly weathered to slightly 

weathered, vesicular to non-vesicular basalt volcanic rock. he average thickness of 

the overlying soils is expected to be approximately 1.5m, and can range to over 3m in 

depth. he basalt loaters range up to 1m diameter in size. Minimal groundwater data 

is currently available, with no evidence of groundwater in excavations up to 2.5m depth.
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Although no geotechnical issues were yet identiied as ‘show-stoppers’, areas of higher 

geotechnical risk and therefore requiring further investigation were found at:

Wyndham Vale/Manor Lakes cutting on alignment S1; >

Werribee River Crossing on alignment S1, the Derrimut Road crossing (cut)  >

on alignment N1and N1B; and 

the Deer Park Bypass crossing (cut) on alignment N1. >

TABLE 15: GEOTEChNICAL ASSESSmENT

Assessment Criteria Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

Minimal	cut	required

Minimal	ill	required

avoids	expansive	soils

avoid	alluvial	sediments

6.7 CULTURAL hERITAGE 

N1A, S4 and S5 do not cross any areas of cultural heritage sensitivity, cultural 

heritage places, registered historical places nor any local council places. N1 alignment 

passes through approximately 2.9km of sensitive areas, N1B and S1 passes through 

approximately 1km and N2 though 400m. 

N1, N1B, N2 and S1 all impact on one registered Aboriginal place. N1A, S4 and S5 

do not cross any registered historical places or impact on any local council places. 

Alignment N1 would impact on two historical places and one delisted place, N2 on one 

historical place and one delisted place, and S1 on one delisted place. Alignment N1B 

would impact on one local council place and N2 on two local council places. It was 

noted that cultural heritage issues could be managed through a Cultural Heritage 

Management Plan once a preferred alignment has been selected.
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TABLE 16: CULTURAL hERITAGE ASSESSmENT

Assessment 
Criteria

Option n1 Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

areas	of	
protected	
aboriginal	
sensitivity

dohertys	
ck	(2.5km)	
and	
skeleton	
ck	(400m)

none skeleton	
ck	(1km)

dry	ck	
(400m)

werribee	
river	
(600m),	
lollypop	
ck	
(400m)

rail	reserve	
(2km	–	
mostly	
disturbed)

rail	reserve	
(2km	–	
mostly	
disturbed)

aboriginal	sites	
on	alignment

1	surface	
scatter

none 1	surface	
scatter

2	surface	
scatters

1	surface	
scatter

none none

aboriginal	sites	
within	500m	
corridor

3	surface	
scatters

none 1	surface	
scatter

4	surface	
scatters

3	surface	
scatters

none 1	surface	
scatter

heritage	
victoria	sites	
on	alignment

2	dry	
stone	
walls,	
1	delisted	
wall

none none 1	delisted	
dry	stone	
wall

1	delisted	
dry	stone	
wall

none none

heritage	
victoria	sites	
within	500m	
corridor

1	delisted	
dry	stone	
wall

none 3	
buildings

2	delisted	
stone	
walls,	
3	delisted	
sites

2	delisted	
stone	
walls,	
1	sheep	
wash

werribee	
racecourse	
station

2	delisted	
sites

local	ho	sites	
on	alignment

none none 1	house	
ruin

2	
buildings

none none none

local	ho	sites	
within	500m	
corridor

none none 3	
buildings

none 1	building werribee	
racecourse

none

6.8 SOCIAL ImPACT

All proposed rail corridors and station locations would provide for an overall 

improvement in connectivity. However, N2 and S1 have the greatest potential impact 

on the dislocation or severance of communities and activities – N2 because it is on the 

edge of the proposed urban area and would isolate existing/future community facilities 

and; and S1 because it would potentially sever existing community links that have 

already been established across the proposed rail corridor. All alignments provide for 

improved access to goods, services, employment, health and education. However, N2 

would divide the Rose Grange Activity Centre into two. his would mean that higher 

order goods and services associated with Major Activity Centres would not develop in 

the northern section of the study area, and that residents would have to travel further 

to access these. All alignments will require the acquisition of land; N2 rates lower than 

the other options as it will require the acquisition of land that is of signiicance to the 
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whole of the state – Boral Quarry. All Alignments are likely to have a fairly equal impact 

on the surrounding community during the construction and operation phase, except for 

S5 where there is minimal housing. Alignments S4, S5 and N1 do not impact on known 

local heritage and recreation places. Alignment S1 may impact on linear parkland along 

Lollypop Creek and Alignment N1B and N2 both impact on local heritage sites. 

TABLE 17: SOCIAL ImPACT ASSESSmENT

Criteria n1 n1A n1b n2 S1 S4 S5

impact	of	severance	effects	upon	
road,	public	transport,	walking	and	
cycling	networks	to	community	
facilities	and	properties,	retail	
precincts	and	access	to	properties

dns

impact	on	local	social	networks,	
community	patterns	and	linkages.

dns

Proximity	to	activity	nodes	and	
employment	centres

dns

impact	on	access	to	regional	health	
and	education	facilities

dns

impact	on	employment	opportunities	
and	access	improvements	to	areas	
of	employment

dns

number	of	properties	by	type	
affected	by	acquisition	(agricultural,	
residential,	commercial,	public	space)

dns

land	holdings	by	type	that	stand	to	
beneit	from	proximity	to	a	station

dns

impact	resulting	from	the	construction,	
operation	and	maintenance	of	the	
rail	route	on	residents,	important	
community	facilities	and	open	space,	in	
terms	of	–	noise,	dust	and	fumes,	visual	
intrusion,	light,	aesthetics,	vibration	
and	landscaping.

dns

impact	of	the	route	on	sites	of	
European	and	aboriginal	cultural	
heritage	and	the	public’s	enjoyment	
of	these	spaces.

dns

impact	of	the	route	on	open	space	
(including	linear	open	space	
networks)	and	environmental	sites	
valued	for	their	biodiversity	and	
enjoyment	by	the	community

dns

impact	on	the	use	and	development	
of	recreational	facilities

dns
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6.9 ECONOmIC ImPACT 

Preliminary advice and analysis on the transport economic impacts of the project was 

provided by the Department of Transport rather than a specialist consultant. Based 

on the net present values of economic beneits over a ifty year evaluation period, the 

hybrid option of N1 against N2 under both the residential development and hybrid 

development scenarios, the former was proven to be of more beneit. 

he beneits have been estimated based on:

the projected land uses around stations;  >

potential rail patronage; and >

the associated trip generation. >

It should be noted, the preliminary analysis does not consider freight beneits or the fact 

that both industrial land and mixed use activity centres will serve as trip attractors. 

he diference required to access the nearest station by car in the base and project 

cases becomes a beneit for existing rail users switching station in the project case. New 

users under the project scenario result in less vehicle kilometres and associated avoided 

externalities and resource costs corrections. he diference in travel times beneits N2 

should Truganina station proceed under the residential scenario. N2 has the efect of 

diluting Rose Grange South, in which case it is reduced to a neighbourhood activity centre. 

TABLE 18: ECONOmIC ImPACT ASSESSmENT

Assessment Criteria Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

travel	time	savings/costs	for	Pt	users	
in	wyndham	and	Melton	growth	areas

dns

v/line	(geelong)	passengers dns

werribee	rail	line	passengers dns

rail	freight dns n/a

travel	time	and	vehicle	operating	cost	
savings	for	road	users	(as	a	result	
of	reduced	trafic	on	road	corridors	
parallel	to	werribee/Melton	rail	lines)

dns n/a

contribution	to	a	reduction	in	
congestion	on	arterial	roads

ytd ytd ytd ytd ytd ytd ytd
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6.10 CONTAmINATION ANd hydROGEOLOGICAL 

All options feature a level of potentially contaminated sites in their vicinity but it 

was not considered a signiicant level to jeopardise the project. he potential for 

acid sulphate soil was extremely low across all alignment options. N1 was the least 

preferred alignment as it intercepted Woods Road – Leakes Road with potentially 

shallow groundwater (less than 4 m), however the railway is not in a cutting in this 

vicinity. Potentially shallow groundwater was also identiied along S4 in the vicinity 

of the Readymix quarry, although again the impacts are likely to be reduced as the 

railway will not be in a cutting at this point. Interaction with surface water and perched 

groundwater bodies is likely to occur where the alignments cross surface waters and the 

corresponding perched alluvial aquifers (such as the Werribee river system and other 

surface streams). he only protected water supply close to the rail alignments is the 

Werribee delta water supply protection area east of S5. 

Overall, no major land contamination or hydrogeological issues were identiied that 

would severely restrict construction of the proposed project. 

TABLE 19: CONTAmINATION ANd hydROLGEOLOGICAL ASSESSmENT

Assessment 
Criteria

Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

impacts	by	
signiicant	
contamination	
(sites	identiied	
on	EPa	Priority	
sites	register)

EPa	site	
within	
alignment.	
5	sites	
near	
alignment

dns

one	site	
near	
alignment

one	site	
near	
alignment

no	sites	
near	
alignment

one	site	
near	
alignment

no	sites	
near	
alignment

Potential	
impacts	by	
waste	acid	
sulphate	or	
potential	acid	
sulphate	soils

low	acid	
sulphate	
soil	
probability

dns

low	acid	
sulphate	
soil	
probability

low	acid	
sulphate	
soil	
probability

low	acid	
sulphate	
soil	
probability

low	acid	
sulphate	
soil	
probability

low	acid	
sulphate	
soil	
probability

the	presence	
of	near-surface	
groundwater

within	4m	
of	surface

dns

between	
10-50m	
from	
surface

between	
10-50m	
from	
surface

between	
10-50m	
from	
surface

between	
10-50m	
from	
surface

within	4m	
of	surface

review	of	
historic	aerial	
photos	for	
likely	previous	
land	uses

sw	cnr	of	
boral	site,	
salvage	
yard

dns

low	
potential	
of	past	
contam	
activities

low	
potential	
of	past	
contam	
activities

low	
potential	
of	past	
contam	
activities

low	
potential	
of	past	
contam	
activities

low	
potential	
of	past	
contam	
activities
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6.11 NOISE ANd vIBRATION 

All of the northern alignments have similar noise and vibration impacts. For the southern 

alignments, S4 has a greater noise impact because it travels through West Werribee, 

which is more highly populated than Little River.

Preliminary investigations from site measurements indicate vibration impacts are 

minimal for all alignment options.

TABLE 20: NOISE ANd vIBRATION ASSESSmENT

Assessment Criteria Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

Minimise	noise	impacts	on	amenity	
and	wellbeing	

day	noise	level	below	leq	15	hour	
target	of	65	db(a)

night	noise	level	below	leq	9	hour	
target	of	60	db(a)

Maximum	noise	level	below	lmax	
target	of	80	db(a)

groundborne	vibration	velocity	below	
curve	4	of	as	670.2

6.12 PhySICAL SERvICES 

Alignments N1, N1B and N2 all intercept major services, in particular the APA Gasnet 

Brooklyn to Ballarat Gas transmission line running parallel to the south of Middle Road. 

All three alignments are also impacted to a lesser extent by the Visionsteam “Nextgen” 

Optical ibre route. he N1 crosses the Cowies Hill 1150mm MS main owned by 

Melbourne Water twice. Melbourne Water also has strategic concept plans to build 

the St Albans to Werribee 1150mm main line and Visionstream optical ibre conduit 

running parallel to Middle Road impacts N1, N1B and N2 alignments. 

he N2 option alignment is constrained by the encroachment into the proposed 

corridor by a high voltage transmission pylon. his option is further constrained by the 

potential impact of crossing the Boral railway siding west of Christies Road. he N2 

alignment also has an additional Gasnet HP gas transmission crossing point west of 

Hopkins Road and a Vision Stream ibre optic crossing east of Hopkins Road. 

Alignment S1 intersects the 600mm City West Water reticulation water main running 

under the proposed centre-line of the rail corridor and the water supply infrastructure 

south of Ballan Road, just to the west of the alignment. his conlict is over 700m in 
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length and could incur a signiicant cost if relocated. Constraints where multiple utilities 

cross the alignment at Manor Lakes Boulevard, Eppalock Drive and Ballan Road, can be 

minimised through design. 

Alignments S4 and S5 are not heavily constrained by existing utilities in their current 

coniguration.

Overall, measures during detailed design and construction stages of the project will 

serve to minimise the impacts of the project on existing services and impacts of the 

services on the construction of the project. 

TABLE 21: PhySICAL SERvICES ASSESSmENT

Assessment 
Criteria

Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

impact	on	
gas,	water,	
sewerage,	
ibre	optic	and	
other	utilities

crosses	
cowies	hill	
1150mm	
Main	twice

gas	assets	
and	hv	mast	
within	study	
area

constrained	
through	
armstrong	
rd	corridor

7.0 PhASE 2: ALIGNmENT SELECTION 

he indings from the specialist investigations on the concept alignments were collated 

and presented at an Alignment Selection Workshop. At the workshop four of the 

specialist areas of investigation were identiied as the signiicant factors in determining 

the preferred alignment option. he engineering investigations deemed a number of 

concept alignments incapable of meeting the operational plan; however a reinement 

of alignment option N1, known as N1 – HAL02, was presented to solve these issues.

Additional investigation by the specialists into the impacts of N1 – HAL02 determined 

unacceptable social and engineering impacts from the project. A further reinement of the 

option to best meet the project assessment criteria produced N1 – HAL02A. he specialist 

investigations identiied that provided appropriate mitigation measures are in place, the 

impacts from N1 – HAL02A are considered acceptable to the development of the project. 

7.1 SELECTION wORKShOP

he Alignment Selection Specialist Workshop for the Regional Rail Link – West of 

Werribee to Deer Park was held in February 2009 with the aim of: 

Presenting the specialist assessments of the project alignment options; and >

Identifying any speciic information/analysis required to select a preferred  >

alignment option. 
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he radius of the curve of N1A was deemed too acute to enable a train to meet the 

minimum design speed and was therefore eliminated prior to the workshop. As such 

a minimal level of investigation of this option was undertaken. he specialist assessment 

indings were collated and summarised against the project objectives. Table 20 provides 

a summary of the results.

TABLE 22: COLLATION OF ALL SPECIALIST INvESTIGATIONS UP TO ThE ALIGNmENT SELECTION wORKShOP 

AGAINST ThE PROjECT OBjECTIvES 

Assessment Criteria Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

to	ensure	suitable	track	geometry	
and	drainage	for	the	transit	corridor

dns

to	minimise	the	footprint	of	
engineered	cut/ill	batters

dns

to	maximise	the	operating	eficiency	
of	the	transit	corridor

dns

to	ensure	compatibility	with	state	
and	local	land	use	and	development	
policies

dns

to	ensure	the	integration	of	land	
use,	development	and	transport

dns

to	minimise	impacts	on	biodiversity	
and	environmental	integrity

ytd ytd ytd ytd ytd ytd ytd

to	protect	waterway	and	loodplain	
function

to	minimise	impact	on	existing	
loodplains	and	areas	subject	to	
inundation

to	minimise	route	options	traversing	
unfavourable	ground	conditions

to	avoid	or	minimise	impacts	on	
aboriginal	and	non-aboriginal	
cultural	heritage	places

to	minimise	the	dislocation	or	
severance	and	to	maximise	
opportunities	for	improved	connectivity

dns

to	maximise	access	to	goods,	
services	and	employment

dns

to	minimise	the	negative	impacts	to	
people	and	property	of	acquiring	land

dns

to	protect	and	enhance	amenity	and	
wellbeing	of	nearby	sensitive	land	uses

dns
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Four of the specialist areas of investigation were identiied as the signiicant factors 

in determining the preferred alignment option. he four key areas of specialist 

investigation were:

Engineering design;  >

Transport planning;  >

Land use planning; and  >

Social impact. >

Of the four key areas N1 has greater potential beneits than N2. In particular, alignment 

option N2 was found to reduce the potential size of activity centres and the beneit of 

integrating land use and transport in relation to the likely expansion of the Urban Growth 

Boundary. When comparing N2 against N1 the opportunities for access to facilities and 

employment are reduced, especially those based around existing and future Activity Centres.

Impacts identiied from the other specialist areas of investigation were generally common 

across all the alignments; they do not ofer a signiicant point of diference between the 

alignment options. However, an approach to minimise the impacts will be developed 

which will be undertaken as part of this project. Provided appropriate mitigation measures 

are in place, the impacts are not considered detrimental to the development of the project.

Further engineering investigations undertaken prior to the workshop and presented 

at the workshop were aimed at meeting the operational plan to provide a desired 

train speed of 160 kilometres per hour, which meant that alignment options N1 and 

N1B were not feasible in their coniguration at that time. herefore a reinement of 

Assessment Criteria Option 
n1

Option 
n1A

Option 
n1b

Option 
n2

Option 
S1

Option 
S4

Option 
S5

to	protect	and	enhance	enjoyment	of	
local	heritage	and	recreation	places

dns

to	improve	transport	economic	
eficiency	for	passengers	and	
freight	customers

dns

to	enable	wider	economic	beneits dns n/a

to	avoid	or	minimise	known	
signiicantly	contaminated	sites

dns

to	identify	areas	of	near-surface	
regional	groundwater

dns

to	minimise	noise	and	vibration	
impacts	on	amenity	and	well-being

to	minimise	potential	conlicts	
with	physical	services
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alignment option of N1 to N1 – HAL02 was developed outside of the study area of 

the earlier alignment options to achieve desirable speeds. Option N1 – HAL02 leaves 

the Melbourne-Ballarat Railway east of Robinsons Road, Deer Park whereas N1 leaves 

the existing railway west of Robinsons Road. he reined alignment option then travels 

south-west through Ravenhall and Truganina to rejoin Option N1 at Derrimut Road, 

Tarneit. he design update to create N1 – HAL02 also pushed the location of alignment 

option S1 further west between Davis Road, Tarneit and Ballan Road, Wyndham Vale.

he workshop reached the following conclusions:

Specialist investigations would be undertaken on N1- HAL02; and >

he viability of N1 – HAL02 as the preferred option would be determined by  >

the ability of the option to satisfy the four key areas of specialist investigation.

7.2 REFINEmENT OF ThE ALIGNmENT 

he specialist investigations for transport planning, land use planning and social 

impacts for option N1 – HAL02 identiied: 

Poor integration of the station and the proposed activity centre at Rose Grange  >

as the station platforms would likely be located on the western side of 

Derrimut Road away from expansion of the proposed activity centre on the 

eastern side of Derrimut Road; 

Signiicant social and community impacts from the acquisition of  >

approximately 30 residential dwellings under construction in the Central Park 

residential estate at Deer Park; and

he potential impact on a section of the Boral Quarry close to the corner  >

of Middle and Christies Roads, Ravenhall. 

In achieving the project objectives to minimise the potential impacts of the transit 

corridor on existing properties, it was recognised that the alignment option N1 – HAL02 

unacceptably impacted residential lots in Central Park West and extractive industry 

operations on the Boral Quarry site and so alignment option N1 – HAL02 was reined 

into N1 – HAL02A to avoid these impacts. Both N1 – HAL02 and N1 – HAL02A are 

shown overleaf.
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FIGURE 9: mAP OF ALIGNmENT OPTIONS INCLUdING N1 – hAL02 ANd N1 – hAL02A

Regional Rail Link 
West of Werribee to Deer Park
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he reined option N1 – HAL02A leaves the existing Ballarat railway west of Robinsons 

Road (like alignment option N1), thereby eliminating potential land acquisition impacts 

on dwellings in the Central Park West Estate in Deer Park. he alignment option then 

parallels the Christies Road Reservation to eliminate potential acquisition impacts on 

the Boral Quarry site. he N1 – HAL02A alignment also ensures that the proposed 

station in Tarneit at Rose Grange could be located to the east side of Derrimut Road 

adjacent to proposed activity centre.  

Evaluation of the alignment against the proposed rail standards has determined that 

the reined Option N1 – HAL02A could achieve a maximum line speed of 160km/h 

according to proposed design standards.

From a transport planning perspective, N1 – HAL02A rated as a joint-preferred 

alignment, along with N1, N1B and N1HAL02, with no efect on Geelong Flagship 

service journey times.

N1 – HAL02A provides the greatest consistency with the land use objectives to develop 

more housing and jobs. here is provision for an intermodal freight terminal inside 

the existing Urban Growth Boundary and zoned industrial areas. N1 – HAL02A 

integrates well with existing activity and proposed activity centres and maximises the 

opportunities at Rose Grange Activity Centre. Future urban growth opportunities are 

maximised through the opportunity to develop future residential or industrial land uses. 

Other options limit this potential, particularly alignments N1B and N2 which preclude 

an Intermodal Freight Terminal and potentially industrial growth. 

here is little diference between the options N1, N1 – HAL02A and N1B from a 

social planning perspective. his is particularly evident compared to alignment option 

N1 – HAL02 which required the acquisition of over 30 residential properties in the 

Central Park West Estate in Deer Park. 
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N1 – HAL02A is equal to the other options in its ability to provide for improved 

access to goods, services, employment, health and education across the study area. 

N1 – HAL02A has similar land acquisition requirements as the other options, 

but during the construction and operational phase N1 – HAL02A is likely to have 

reduced of-site impacts on the surrounding community compared to N1, N1B and 

N2. N1 – HAL02A will have a residual impact on the pony club site located to the 

south-east of Dohertys and Woods Road in Truganina although the current use of this 

site is unlikely to continue once urban development extends past the site. However, 

in the short term, mitigation of impacts will need to be managed through the detailed 

design phase in order to provide for its continued use as a pony club.

Physical service constraints are similar to the N1 and N1 – HAL02 alignments from 

the Ballarat Rail Corridor to Middle Road. he preferred alignment does not impact 

the Boral Quarry operation to the north-west of the Christies Road/Middle Road 

intersection. he alignment is directly impacted by two oblique crossings of the 

Melbourne Water 1150mm Cowies Hill water main in Truganina.

Option N1 – HAL02A leaves the Melbourne-Ballarat Railway west of Robinsons Road, 

Deer Park and travels south in the vicinity of Riding Boundary Road to parallel Christies 

Road before turning southwest a short distance north of Boundary Road, Truganina. 

he option rejoins Option N1 at Derrimut Road, Tarneit. Refer to Figure 10 for the map 

of N1 – HAL02A. 
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FIGURE 10: mAP OF N1 – hAL02A

Regional Rail Link 
West of Werribee to Deer Park

Regional Rail Link 
West of Werribee to Deer Park
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7.3 RECOmmENdEd ALIGNmENT OPTION 

With the advice and input of the Project Reference Group, the Department of 

Transport’s preferred alignment option is N1 – HAL02A as this option has the greatest 

potential to meet the overall project objective “to reserve land for a high quality transit 

corridor servicing Melbourne’s and Victoria’s west”.
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APPEnDix b

FIGURE 11: PLAN OF REGIONAL RAIL LINK – wEST OF wERRIBEE TO dEER PARK
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FIGURE 10: mAP OF REGIONAL RAIL LINK – wEST OF wERRIBEE TO dEER PARK
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PLAN 1
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PLAN 2
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PLAN 5
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TyPICAL SECTION B – RIdING BOUNdARy ROAd TO BOUNdARy ROAd 4 TRACK CORRIdOR wITh 2 x BIG TRACKS FOR GEELONG 
mAIN LINES ANd PASSIvE PROvISION OF 2 x SG TRACKS FOR wESTERN FREIGhT LINK

TyPICAL SECTION A – dEER PARK jUNCTION UP SIdE OF ROBINSONS ROAd 5 TRACK CORRIdOR wITh GRAdE SEPARATION OF 
dOwN BALLARAT LINE ANd PASSIvE PROvISION FOR wESTERN FREIGhT LINK ThROUGh dEER PARK
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TyPICAL SECTION C – 4 TRACK CONFIGURATION wITh GEELONG mAIN ANd TARNEIT LOOP LINES IN CUTTING UP SIdE dOwN SIdE 
OF TARNEIT STATION

TyPICAL SECTION d – 4 TRACK CONFIGURATION IN CUTTING wITh SINGLE FACE PLATFORmS AT TARNEIT STATION
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TyPICAL SECTION E – 6 TRACK CONFIGURATION AT wyNdhAm vALE STATION wITh SINGLE FACE ANd ISLANd PLATFORmS wITh 
dEEP CUTTING

TyPICAL SECTION F – OPTION 1 
6 TRACK CONFIGURATION IN dEEP CUTTING mANOR LAKES BLvd TO GREENS ROAd
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TyPICAL SECTION G – OPTION 2 
4 TRACK CONFIGURATION IN dEEP CUTTING mANOR LAKES BLvd TO GREENS ROAd

TyPICAL SECTION h – 4 TRACK CONFIGURATION AT BLACK FOREST jUNCTION
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TyPICAL SECTION j – 2 TRACK CONFIGURATION ON EmBANKmENT PROPOSEd wERRIBEE LINE ExTENSION TO wyNdhAm vALE

TyPICAL SECTION K – GEELONG CORRIdOR 6 TRACKS ON EmBANKmENT, 2 x BG ELECTRIFIEd, 2 x BG, 2x SG FREIGhT
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INdICATIvE STATION LAyOUT
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INdICATIvE STATION LAyOUT
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